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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Identifying and Characterizing the Genomic Signatures of
Natural Selection

by

Roy Ronen

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioinformatics & Systems Biology

University of California, San Diego, 2014

Professor Vineet Bafna, Chair
Professor Gabriel G. Haddad, Co-Chair

Despite being founded in the early 1920’s, the field of Population and

Evolutionary Genetics is currently in its second life. This is primarily driven by

the recent data influx from genomic studies of ever-increasing size. The shear

amount and complexity of data produced by these studies is also creating a need

for improved computational techniques to be used for analysis and inference. In

this thesis, I present three computational methods that are aimed at improving our

understanding of genetic variation in natural populations.

xvi



First, I present an algorithm for improving the accuracy of genome assemblies

using the positional de Bruijn graph. I show that, using the original sequence reads

in conjunction with a novel data structure, I can significantly improve the accuracy

of assembled draft genomes. Necessarily, this leads to improved accuracy of all

downstream inferences that use the draft as a reference, including gene discovery,

transcript expression, variant calling, and many others.

Second, I describe a computational framework that uses supervised learning

of mutation frequency profiles to identify genomic regions impacted by positive

natural selection. This is desirable, as it allows pinpointing and understanding the

mechanisms responsible for adaptive traits, such as lactose tolerance in northern

European populations, hypoxia tolerance in high altitude populations, and malaria

resistance in African populations. Extending the widely used theoretical framework

of the site frequency spectrum (SFS), I show that higher power to detect selection

is achieved by training parameter-specific models of the SFS. I further show that

these models can be generalized, allowing their use without prior knowledge.

Last, I describe a new statistic that naturally captures many of the properties

shared by haplotypes carrying an adaptive allele. I provide a theoretical model for

the behavior of the statistic under different demographic and evolutionary scenarios,

and validate the model using simulated data. Using this framework, I develop an

algorithm that – given a region we know to be under positive selection – predicts

carriers of the adaptive mutation without knowing its position. I demonstrate

its high accuracy on simulated data, as well as on genetic data from well-known

instances of positive selection in human populations.

xvii



Chapter 1

Introduction

Since Gregor Mendel’s laws of inheritance (1865) and Thomas Morgan’s chro-

mosome theory (1915), it was known that an organism’s inherited genetic makeup

(germline genotype) is strongly connected to its traits (phenotypes). Remarkably,

both Mendel and Morgan — like other geneticists of their time — made their dis-

coveries without the ability to ascertain genotypes. Thus, by mere observation and

careful statistical analysis, the nascent field of genetics advanced. Concomitantly

with Mendel laying the foundations of genetic theory, but without knowing it,

Charles Darwin published his theory of Evolution by Natural Selection (1859). The

two theories, despite having been developed in isolation from one another, would

ultimately be integrated into the ‘modern evolutionary synthesis’ (1915-1935) by a

group of scientists now recognized as the founders of a new field. These were Sewall

Wright, Ronald A. Fisher, John B. S. Haldane, and Julian Huxley, and the new

field was Population and Evolutionary Genetics. Its main concern was the study of

genetic variability in and across populations.

Population and Evolutionary Genetics is frequently practiced by analyzing

the mathematical properties of (probabilistic) models of evolution, and comparing

1
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the obtained results or insights to observed data. In the field’s early years, the

only observed data consisted of phenotypes (which are the ‘noisy’ outcomes of

genotypes), and thus theoretical progress often exceeded the capabilities to refute

or confirm by observation. Decades later, a rapid series of discoveries finally made

it possible to directly ascertain individual genotypes.

First, it was shown that Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is the carrier of

genetic information from one generation to the next (Hershey and Chase, 1952).

Focusing scientific attention on DNA, this lead to the discovery of its double

helix structure (Watson and Crick, 1953), and some years later to initial attempts

at scalable and reliable DNA sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977). Since, we have

undergone two major revolutions in genomic assaying technologies. The first was

the genotyping microarray, which enabled probing the genome at a predefined

set of (several million) single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). The second was

high-throughput genome sequencing, which generates numerous short DNA reads

from a genomic sample at low cost. Both of these technologies had, for the first

time, enabled assaying the genomes of very large cohorts.

As a result, Population Geneticists are now endeavoring to bring theory and

data together. Recent studies like the International HapMap Project (Altshuler

et al., 2010) and the 1000 Genomes Project (Abecasis et al., 2010) – among

many others – have begun to dissect the landscape of human genetic variation.

Increasingly, these large and comprehensive datasets are instigating a shift into

data driven Population Genetics, whereby mathematical models are developed to

better interpret the data, rather than data being collected to compare with existing

mathematical models. This shift presents a multitude of opportunities for data-

processing algorithms to impact scientific discovery. At the lower levels, these include

algorithms for handling raw data generated by new sequencing technologies. At the
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higher levels, these include hypothesis- and insight-generating algorithms operating

on heavily preprocessed data. Examples of the former include sequence base calling,

error correction in DNA reads, variant calling, and genome assembly. Examples

of the latter include ancestry inference, motif finding in biological networks, and

inference of evolutionary and demographic events.

This thesis presents three computational methods aimed at improving our

understanding of genetic variation in natural populations. First, I present an

algorithm for improving the accuracy of genome assemblies using the positional

de Bruijn graph (Chapter 2). I show that, using the original sequence reads in

conjunction with a novel data structure, I can significantly improve the accuracy

of assembled draft genomes. Importantly, this leads to improved accuracy in all

downstream inferences that use the draft as a reference: gene discovery, transcript

expression, variant calling, and many others.

Second, I describe a computational framework that uses supervised learning

of mutation frequency profiles to identify genomic regions evolving under positive

selection (Chapter 3). Successfully identifying such regions has lead to decipher-

ing the biological mechanisms responsible for adaptive traits. Famous examples

include lactose tolerance in northern Europeans, hypoxia tolerance in highlander

populations, and malaria resistance in African populations. Extending the widely

used theoretical framework of the site frequency spectrum (SFS), I show that higher

power to detect selection is achieved by training models of the SFS that are specific

to certain regimes of selection. I further show that these models can be generalized,

allowing their use without prior knowledge of the selective regime.

Last, I describe a new statistic that naturally captures many properties of

haplotypes carrying an adaptive allele (Chapter 4). I provide a theoretical model for

the behavior of the statistic under different demographic and evolutionary scenarios,
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and validate the model using simulated data. Using this framework, I develop an

algorithm that – given a region we know to be under positive selection – predicts

carriers of the adaptive mutation without knowing its position. I demonstrate

its high accuracy on simulated data, as well as on genetic data from well-known

instances of positive selection in human populations.

The genomic era is at our doorstep. In the several years it took to produce

the research described herein, genomics as a scientific field has progressed by leaps

and bounds. It is now acceptable, and will soon be commonplace, to base medical

decisions on genomic data. This is already revolutionizing the practice of entire

medical fields, including oncology, reproductive medicine and psychiatry. I am

excited to be at the forefront of this revolution, and eager to see what the future

has in store.



Chapter 2

SEQuel: Improving the Accuracy

of Genome Assemblies

2.1 abstract

Assemblies of next generation sequencing data, while accurate, still contain

a substantial number of errors that need to be corrected after the assembly process.

We develop SEQuel, a tool that corrects errors (i.e., insertions, deletions, and

substitution errors) in the assembled contigs. Fundamental to the algorithm behind

SEQuel is the positional de Bruijn graph, a graph structure that models k-mers

within reads while incorporating the approximate positions of reads into the model.

SEQuel reduced the number of small insertions and deletions in the assemblies of

standard multi-cell E. coli data by almost half, and corrected between 30% and 94%

of the substitution errors. Further, we show SEQuel is imperative to improving

single-cell assembly, which is inherently more challenging due to higher error rates

and non-uniform coverage; over half of the small indels, and substitution errors in the

single-cell assemblies were corrected. We apply SEQuel to the recently-assembled

5
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Deltaproteobacterium SAR324 genome, which is the first bacterial genome with a

comprehensive single-cell genome assembly, and make over 800 changes (insertions,

deletions and substitutions) to refine this assembly. SEQuel can be used as a

post-processing step in combination with any NGS assembler and is freely available

at http://bix.ucsd.edu/SEQuel.

2.2 Introduction

The advent of next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, along with

the development of new assembly algorithms has enabled the production of genome

assemblies for a multitude of organisms at ever-decreasing costs (Huang et al., 2009;

Li et al., 2010a,b). Robust assembly methods are imperative to the success of large de

novo sequencing initiatives, such as the Genome 10K project that aims to sequence

the genomes of 10,000 vertebrate species (Haussler et al., 2009) and the iK5 project

where the objective is to sequence the genomes of 5,000 arthropods (Robinson et al.,

2011). NGS technologies produce short sequence reads (approximately 100 to 150

base pairs (bp) for Illumina technology) at increasingly high throughput, permitting

assembly methods suited to these technologies to exploit the redundancy in the data

in order to produce high-quality contigs (Bentley et al., 2008; Wheeler et al., 2008).

Although these platforms have much higher throughput than Sanger sequencing

platforms, assessment of short read assemblies have shown them to be less accurate

than the finished genomes assembled using the previous technologies (Alkan et al.,

2011). Earlier assembly algorithms developed for Sanger sequencing follow an

“overlap - layout - consensus” paradigm, where consensus refers to fixing errors in

the contigs (Ewing and Green, 1998; Ewing et al., 1998). Since this paradigm faces

difficulties in short read assembly, most NGS assemblers employ a de Bruijn graph
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approach that effectively deals with large amounts of data. However, most NGS

assemblers neglect the consensus step, i.e., there exists no post-processing of the

contigs in Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) and many other popular assemblers.

Relying on high and uniform coverage, NGS assembly algorithms push the burden of

producing high quality assemblies onto the construction of the de Bruijn graph. We

argue that NGS assemblers can benefit from the use of a consensus step, particularly

in the case of single-cell data that suffers from high error rates and non-uniform

coverage (Chitsaz et al., 2011).

In the spirit of the consensus step, we propose an additional step to the NGS

assembly process: refinement. We develop SEQuel, a tool that refines an initial

assembly of short read data by using approximate positions of reads in contigs.

SEQuel takes as input an assembled contig, the paired-end reads that align to that

contig, and the approximate positions where they aligned, and returns a refined

contig. We refer to the process implemented by SEQuel as positional reassembly.

In Eulerian assembly (Idury and Waterman, 1995; Pevzner et al., 2001), a

de Bruijn graph is constructed with a vertex v for every (k− 1)-mer present in a set

of reads, and an edge (v, v′) for every observed k-mer in the reads with (k− 1)-mer

prefix v and (k − 1)-mer suffix v′. A contig corresponds to a non-branching path

through this graph. See Compeau et al. (Compeau et al., 2011) for a more thorough

explanation of de Bruijn graphs and their use in assembly. Euler-SR (Chaisson

and Pevzner, 2008), Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008), SOAPdenovo (Li et al.,

2010b), ABySS (Simpson et al., 2009) and ALLPATHS (Butler et al., 2008) all

use this paradigm for assembly. Most existing NGS assemblers follow the same

general outline: break the (possibly error corrected) reads into k-mers, construct

the de Bruijn graph on the set of resulting k-mers, simplify the de Bruijn graph,

resolve repeats by using mate-pair information and construct contigs. Although the
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implementation of these steps varies widely between different assemblers, existing

NGS assemblers return contigs recovered from the de Bruijn graph with little

refinement.

If every position in the genome was uniformly covered by error-free reads, and

the genome had few repeats, this would result in a simple de Bruijn graph. However,

sequencing errors and repeats lead to highly complex graphs and force assemblers

to rely on graph simplification. It is during this simplification process that errors

in the assembly are introduced. Substitution errors and indels in the reads create

undirected cycles called bulges and short tandem repeats lead to directed cycles

called whirls (Pevzner et al., 2004). There exist numerous methods for removing

bulges and whirls but unfortunately, these methods potentially introduce errors in

the contigs. Figure 2.1 illustrates a scenario where a bulge in the de Bruijn graph

is caused due to a sequencing error.

Error correction of the reads prior to assembly can greatly simplify the

assembly process by implicitly eliminating bulges from the de Bruijn graph (Kelley

et al., 2010; Medvedev et al., 2011; Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008; Pevzner et al.,

2001). It is now established as a common preprocessing step before assembly, and

used by several NGS assemblers, including Euler-SR (Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008),

ABySS (Simpson et al., 2009) and ALLPATHS (Butler et al., 2008). Although

error correction eliminates the majority of errors in reads, in approximately 1% of

the cases it introduces, rather than corrects, errors (Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008).

This leads to the following trade-off in fragment assembly: either error correction of

reads is performed, which may lead to errors in the contigs, or error correction is not

performed and the complex de Bruijn graph has to undergo aggressive simplification

that may lead to errors in the contigs. It is clear, however, that in both cases subtle

and complex errors will arise.
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The accuracy of different assemblers varies widely. For example, our tests

of Velvet produced contigs with 1-2 errors per 100 kb (for k-mer size 55), while

SOAPdenovo produced contigs with 20-30 errors per 100 kb. Even the accuracy of

Velvet deteriorates greatly when used in default mode with k-mer size 31. However,

SOAPdenovo has some advantages over Velvet (e.g, the ability to handle larger

genomes). Therefore, it is beneficial to design a refinement program that can be

used in combination with any assembler. Decoupling the contig refinement problem

from the assembly process removes the burden of re-implementing a positional

reassembly process for each assembler.

We show that NGS assemblies suffer from indels and substitution errors that

are somewhat masked by common metrics for assessing assembly quality. Many

of these errors can be corrected using SEQuel. We give an analysis of the types

of complex errors that occur in NGS assembly, and that can be fixed by SEQuel,

offering some insight into why positional reassembly is a necessity for obtaining

accurate assemblies.

We give a computational problem formulation for correcting errors in contigs,

and present an algorithm for reassembly based on a graph structure referred to as

the positional de Bruijn graph. We demonstrate the ability of SEQuel to improve

the accuracy of assemblies generated from three assemblers: Euler-SR (Chaisson

and Pevzner, 2008), Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) and Velvet-SC (Chitsaz

et al., 2011). Euler-SR performs error correction on the sequence reads prior to

assembly (Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008), whereas Velvet does not perform error

correction (Zerbino and Birney, 2008). Velvet-SC is a specialized assembler tailored

to handle the dramatic fluctuations in coverage that are characteristic to single-cell

data (Chitsaz et al., 2011). Single-cell amplified DNA has been shown to suffer from

amplification bias and low template quality (Chitsaz et al., 2011; Raghunathan et al.,
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2005; Rodrigue et al., 2009), resulting in sequence data with highly non-uniform

coverage by error-prone reads (Raghunathan et al., 2005). Thus, assembly of such

data is inherently more challenging and error-prone. Our experiments demonstrate

that SEQuel is able to substantially reduce the number of errors in single-cell, and

standard (multi-cell) assembly. Although we demonstrate the use of SEQuel with

Euler-SR, Velvet, and Velvet-SC, its use is not limited to these assemblers.

2.3 The Contig Refinement Problem

We formalize the contig refinement problem and present an algorithm for

positional reassembly that relies on the positional de Bruijn graph. A similar

graph was previously proposed by Hannenhalli et al. (Hannenhalli et al., 1996)

for Sequencing By Hybridization. Contrary to the de Bruijn graph where edges

correspond to k-mers, the edges of the positional de Bruijn graph correspond to

k-mers and their inferred positions on the contigs.

Fragment assembly in the de Bruijn graph framework is often abstracted

as a problem of finding a shortest string that explains the set of all k-mers from

the reads, i.e. the Shortest Common Superstring Problem. We formulate the

contig refinement problem in a similar manner; that is, as finding a string that

explains all occuring positional k-mers. While both abstractions are limited in that

they do not adequately address the assembly of repeat regions, they prove to be

conceptually useful. The input to the contig refinement problem is the set of k-mers

used to assemble a contig, and for each k-mer a position (or positions) where it

is presumably contained in the contig, i.e., a multiset of pairs (sk, p), where sk is

a k-mer and p is the approximate position. We refer to these k-mer and position

pairs (sk, p) as positional k-mers. Given a parameter ∆, we call a positional k-mer
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(sk, p) valid with respect to a string S if sk appears in S at a position that is within

∆ of p.

The contig refinement problem. Given a multiset of positional k-mers and a

parameter ∆, find a shortest string S that maximizes the total number of valid

positional k-mers.

Due to indels in the contigs (relative to the genome), we expect the positions

of k-mers in the assembled contig to differ from their positions in the correct contig.

Therefore, since our goal is to assemble the correct contig, we assume the positions

are an approximation to the position in the correct contig. Next, we demonstrate

how positional information may be incorporated into the de Bruijn graph and used

to refine contigs by positional reassembly.

2.4 Algorithm and Methods

Fundamental to the algorithm behind SEQuel is the positional de Bruijn

graph. The input to SEQuel is a multiset of positional k-mers, and a set of contigs;

the output is a set of refined contigs. While the description of the method below is

for a single contig, in practice it is applied to all contigs of an assembly.

2.4.1 Recruitment of Reads to Contigs

We refer to a read-pair as permissively aligned to a contig if either one or

both of the reads in the read-pair uniquely align to a single contig in the assembly.

If only one read aligns, the approximate position of the unaligned read is deduced

using the expected insert size. After assembly, we extract the set of reads that
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permissively align to the contig and their approximate positions, which is then used

in the construction of the positional de Bruijn graph. This is performed using BWA

(version 0.5.9) in paired-end mode with default parameters (Li and Durbin, 2009),

allowing detection of alignments with small indels as well as read-pairs where only

one read is aligned. Although some assemblers (e.g. Velvet) output the assignment

of reads to contigs, we obtain better refinement results using BWA. We note that

using only the set of permissively aligned reads will lead to reduced coverage in

certain regions, however, we see only a modest decline in average coverage and very

few regions where coverage was significantly reduced (for bacterial genomes). Thus,

the accuracy of SEQuel is improved at the expense of correcting fewer errors in

these regions.

2.4.2 Construction of the Positional de Bruijn Graph

From the set of reads that permissively aligned to the contig, we construct

the set of positional k-mers. If a read r = [r1 . . . rn] of length n is aligned to a

contig at position i, we extract n− k + 1 positional k-mers from r: ([r1 . . . rk], i),

([r2 . . . rk+1], i+ 1) , . . . , ([rn−k+1 . . . rn], i+ n− k). We emphasize that different

reads may give rise to the same k-mer with different inferred positions. Consequently,

we cluster by position all positional k-mers that have the same k-mer sequence, and

use the cluster centers when constructing the positional de Bruijn graph. This is a

one-dimensional clustering problem, where single-linkage clustering performs well.

We refer to the multiplicity of a positional k-mer (sk, p) as the number of

occurrences where sk clustered at position p. For example, if the k-mer ACTA

aligned to positions (42, 43, 43, 44), and the corresponding positional k-mers all

cluster to (ACTA,43), then the multiplicity of this positional k-mer equals 4. SEQuel

removes clusters of low multiplicity since they are likely to represent erroneous
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k-mers. Lastly, the positional de Bruijn graph is constructed from the positional

k-mers, as described below.

The positional de Bruijn graph Gk,∆ is defined for a multiset of positional

k-mers and parameter ∆, and is constructed in a similar manner to the traditional

de Bruijn graph using an A-Bruijn graph framework from (Pevzner et al., 2004).

Given a k-mer sk, let prefix(sk) be the first k−1 nucleotides of sk, and suffix(sk)

be the last k − 1 nucleotides of sk. Each positional k-mer (sk, p) in the input

multiset corresponds to a directed edge in the graph between two positional (k− 1)-

mers, (prefix(sk), p) and (suffix(sk), p + 1). After all edges are formed, the

graph undergoes a gluing operation. A pair of positional (k− 1)-mers, (sk−1, p) and

(s′k−1, p
′), are glued together into a single vertex if sk−1 = s′k−1 and p ∈ [p′−∆, p′+∆].

Hence, two positional (k−1)-mers are glued together if their sequences are the same

and their positions are within ∆ from each other. Finally, each edge is weighted by

the multiplicity of the corresponding positional k-mer. In Figure 2.2 we show an

example of a positional de Bruijn graph and a de Bruijn graph constructed from

the same dataset.

2.4.3 Whirl Removal in the Positional de Bruijn Graph

Due to the fact that the positional de Bruijn graph is built on a substantially

smaller data set (i.e., only reads that permissively align to a certain contig) and

incorporates the approximate position of each k-mer in the contig, it is significantly

less complex than the standard de Bruijn graph for the same contig and far less

complex than the de Bruijn graph of an entire assembly. The relative simplicity

of the graph is important since it decreases the ambiguities associated with bulge

and whirl removal. While whirls are a substantial problem in the de Bruijn graph,

the occurrence of whirls in the positional de Bruijn graph is extremely rare; the
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number of whirls encountered by SEQuel while refining the assemblies of E. coli with

Euler-SR, Velvet, and Velvet-SC was less than five for each assembly. Nonetheless,

the occurrence of whirls is possible. We follow the whirl processing algorithm from

Pevzner et al. (Pevzner et al., 2004), since the logic of whirl processing in the

positional de Bruijn graph is similar to that in the de Bruijn graph. Bulges are

implicitly removed in the next step of the SEQuel algorithm.

2.4.4 Refined Contig Construction

The final step of SEQuel is to refine the original contig using the positional

de Bruijn graph. We note that since only permissively aligned reads were used to

construct the positional de Bruijn graph (rather than the complete set of reads)

the graph may be disconnected, leading to the construction of several contiguous

sequences. These smaller contiguous sequences may not cover the original contig

entirely. However, this does not pose a problem because we are using these sequences

to refine the original contig. We find the heaviest path in each of the connected

components and construct the contiguous sequences corresponding to these paths.

As previously mentioned, the weight of each edge is equal to the multiplicity of

the corresponding positional k-mer and therefore, the heaviest path “explains” the

largest number of positional k-mers. We refer to the sequences constructed from the

positional de Bruijn graph as partial contigs and denote the set of partial contigs as

{c1, c2, . . . , cn}. The average weight of a partial contig is defined as the mean edge

weight of the corresponding path. The partial contigs will be used to refine the

original contig, denoted as C. Lastly, we denote the refined contig that is ultimately

output as Cr.

In order to describe how C is refined using {c1, c2, . . . , cn} we need some

additional notation. We denote u ◦ v as the concatenation of strings u and v. Given
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a local alignment of strings u = [u1 . . . un] and v = [v1 . . . vm], where (i, i′) and

(j, j′) are the respective start and end positions of the alignment on u and v, we

denote u⊕ v as u[1 . . . (i− 1)] ◦ v[j . . . j′] ◦ u[(i′ + 1) . . . n]. The refinement process

starts by setting Cr equal to C. Next, for each partial contig ci ∈ {c1, c2, . . . , cn},

we let Cr be equal to Cr ⊕ ci.

The order in that partial contigs are used to refine Cr is important because

the alignments of several partial contigs to Cr may overlap. In positions where

such an overlap occurs, any changes from previously used partial contigs will be

overwritten by the last. When coverage is uniform we process the partial contigs in

order of increasing length, however, when it is highly non-uniform we process them

in order of increasing average weight. In both cases, ties are broken arbitrarily

and alignments below a certain length are not considered. Thus, SEQuel has

two user-defined modes corresponding to the described scenarios: standard, and

single-cell mode.

2.4.5 Software Implementation

SEQuel is implemented in Java 6.0, and can optionally be run as a multi-

threaded application. All tests were performed on a PC with 32 cores (64-bit, 2.27

GHz) and 512 GB of RAM running Linux. Although benchmarking was performed

on this computer, SEQuel can be run on a standard desktop; see Section 2.5.5.

2.5 Results

2.5.1 Datasets

In order to evaluate the performance of SEQuel, we use three different

datasets described in Chitsaz et al. (Chitsaz et al., 2011). All datasets consist of
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paired-end 100 bp reads from E. coli, generated by Illumina, Inc. on the Genome

Analayzer (GA) IIx platform. The first dataset consists of approximately 27

million paired-end reads, and was obtained from the NCBI Short Read Archive

(accession ERA000206, EMBL-EBI Sequence Read Archive). As a measure of

quality assurance, we aligned the reads to the E. coli genome using BWA version

0.5.9 (Li and Durbin, 2009) with default parameters. We call a read mapped if BWA

outputs an alignment for it and unmapped otherwise. Analysis of the alignments

revealed that 98% of the reads mapped to the reference genome, representing an

average depth of approximately 600x; BLAST analysis against known contaminants

revealed that the unmapped reads are attributed to minor contamination of the

sample (Chitsaz et al., 2011).

The second dataset is a single-cell dataset consisting of approximately 29

million paired-end reads. Again, we aligned the reads to the E. coli reference

genome and observed that 92% of the reads mapped to the reference genome,

representing an average coverage of approximately 600x; unmapped reads have

been attributed to contamination of the data (Chitsaz et al., 2011; Rodrigue et al.,

2009). The coverage in this dataset is non-uniformly distributed across the genome

and fluctuates greatly.

Lastly, we used SEQuel to improve the genome assembly of an uncultured

Deltaproteobacterium SAR324. This assembly represents a first draft of the genome

of this marine bacterium (Chitsaz et al., 2011). Sequence reads and assembly

are both available for download at http://bix.ucsd.edu/singlecell/ and a detailed

description of the assembly is given in (Chitsaz et al., 2011).
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2.5.2 Performance on Standard E. coli Data

We generated the assemblies with Euler-SR 2.0 and Velvet 1.1 in paired-end

mode with suggested parameters (i.e., k=55 for Euler-SR and k=31 for Velvet).

We generated an additional assembly with Velvet using k=55. We note that Velvet

generates substantially more accurate assemblies using k=55, however, this is a

more advanced parameterization since it requires recompilation of the source code

with a slight modification. Thus, typical use of Velvet by non-expert users would be

with k=31. All assemblers accurately assembled the majority of the E. coli genome,

however, there was a range in terms of the accuracy of the contigs. We limited our

attention to contigs of length ≥ 250 bp and ran SEQuel with default parameters of

k = 50 and ∆ = 15. Contigs were aligned to the E. coli reference genome (NCBI

Accession NC 000913.2) using BLAT (Kent, 2002) and both mismatches and indels

were counted and compared across contigs before and after the use of SEQuel.

Both the Euler-SR and Velvet assemblies showed a decrease in the number

of substitution errors and indels relative to the reference genome after the use of

SEQuel. The Euler-SR assembly with SEQuel showed a significant decrease both in

the number of positions mismatching the reference genome, and in the number of

indels. The number of indels of size ≤ 50 bp was reduced from 145 to 79, and the

number of substitution errors was reduced from 155 to 104 with the use of SEQuel.

Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1 illustrate these changes to the assembly.

Similar results were obtained when applying SEQuel to the Velvet (k=31)

assembly (Figure 2.3). The most significant change to this assembly was the sharp

decrease in the number of substitution errors relative to the reference genome.

Using SEQuel, the number of substitution errors went from 8937 to 452, correcting

94% of the total number of substitution errors in the assembly. The number of

short indels in this assembly went from 979 to 342. The Velvet assembly with k=55
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showed a substantially smaller number of indels and substitution errors (e.g. 50

substitution errors in the complete assembly), leaving less room for improvement.

Nevertheless, using SEQuel, the number of short indels in the Velvet assembly

with k = 55 went from 3 to 2 and the number of substitution errors went from

50 to 8. To illustrate that SEQuel can be used with any assembler, we further

tested it with SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010b) and SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012).

On the multi-cell E. coli data, the SOAPdenovo (SPAdes) assembly had 1230

(199) substitution errors, and 27 (14) small indels totaling 590 (94) bp. SEQuel

reduced the number of substitution errors in SOAPdenovo (SPAdes) by 95% (26%),

and the total indel size by 80% (91%). The number of substitution errors in the

SOAPdenovo assembly was dramatically reduced, illustrating that the application

of SEQuel can improve this assembly so that it is nearly as accurate as that of

Velvet, which is currently the most accurate assembler.

2.5.3 Performance on Single-cell E. coli Data

Assembly of single-cell data is inherently more challenging due to the highly

non-uniform coverage. Consequently, the contigs obtained from assembly of single-

cell data using standard assembly tools are more error prone. In 2011, Chitsaz

et al. (Chitsaz et al., 2011) developed Velvet-SC, a specialized assembler tailored

to handle the dramatic fluctuations in coverage that are characteristic to single-

cell data. In our single-cell experiments we used Velvet-SC, and Euler-SR. We

performed the assemblies in paired-end mode with k= 55. SEQuel was used in

single-cell mode with k = 50 and ∆ = 15. Contigs were aligned to the E. coli

reference genome (NCBI Accession NC 000913.2) using BLAT (Kent, 2002) and

both mismatches and indels were counted and compared across contigs before and

after the use of SEQuel. Again, we restrict interest to contigs with length ≥ 250
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bp.

As expected, the quality of the Euler-SR assembly is substantially lower

than the quality of the Velvet-SC assembly since the former is not equipped to deal

with single-cell data. However, both the Euler-SR and Velvet-SC assemblies have a

dramatic decrease in the number of substitution errors and the number of indels

with the application of SEQuel. In the Euler-SR assembly, the number of indels

of size ≤ 50 bp went from 908 to 379, and the number of substitution errors went

from 221 to 109 with the use of SEQuel. Figure 2.4 illustrates these changes to

the assembly. Table 2.2 gives the total number of matches added and lost, and

the total number of substitution errors removed and created by SEQuel. Similar

results to Euler-SR were obtained with Velvet-SC. The most significant change in

the Velvet-SC assembly was the decrease in the number of indels in the assembly:

the number of indels went from 47 to 18, and the number of substitution errors

went from 152 bp to 73 bp.

2.5.4 Refinement of SAR324 Single-cell Assembly

We ran SEQuel in single-cell mode with k=50 and ∆=15. SEQuel made

changes to 335 of the 602 contigs. Approximately 800 bp were changed overall: 191

substitutions, 584 insertions and 42 deletions. We can only report changes made

to the assembly since there exists no reference genome for the bacteria. However,

based on the results obtained with SEQuel on a single-cell E. coli assembly, we

extrapolate that the majority of these changes represent a (positive) refinement to

the assembly.
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2.5.5 Practical Considerations: Memory and Time

We evaluated the memory and time requirements of SEQuel. Since SEQuel

is a multi-threaded application, its wall-time depends on the computing resources

available to the user. For evaluation purposes we used 4 threads, a setting that is

suitable for most current desktops. The memory requirements depend on a number

of factors, including contig length, coverage depth and the level of parallelization.

For the E. coli and Deltaproteobacterium SAR324 assemblies, SEQuel required a

maximum of 6 GB and 1.5 hours to complete (see Table 2.3).

From a practical perspective, the time and memory requirements of SEQuel

do not significantly increase upon those of most NGS assemblers, making it an easy

and practical post-processing step. Further, due to the fact that it is performed

contig-wise rather than genome-wise, our method should easily scale to larger

genomes (i.e. mammalian genomes).

2.6 Discussion

2.6.1 Comparing SEQuel with Variant Callers

We compared SEQuel with a simpler method of error correction provided by

extensions of variation discovery tools. We aligned the reads to the contigs using

BWA, and then applied GATK base quality score recalibration, variation discovery

(i.e. SNP and indel detection) and variant quality score recalibration (DePristo

et al., 2011; McKenna et al., 2010). We then incorporated these variants into the

original contigs. We performed this process on both the single-cell and standard

multi-cell E. coli assemblies considered in this paper. Although this method is

conceptually simpler and does not require the development of another tool, the
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performance was poor in comparison to that of SEQuel. This method corrected

approximately one-third of the errors corrected by SEQuel, and created 40-50%

more errors than SEQuel. We note that the largest number of corrections made

was in the Velvet (k = 31) assembly of standard multi-cell data, and the number of

corrections was 65% less than that of SEQuel..

2.6.2 Assessment of Errors Corrected by SEQuel

We ran several experiments to better characterize the errors that SEQuel

corrects. The assemblies produced by running Velvet (k = 31 and k = 55) on

simulated, perfect reads generated from the reference E. coli genome (200x coverage)

had only a negligible number of errors (less than 10 for k=31 and less than 5 for

k= 55). Thus, almost all errors in the assembly of the E. coli genome originate

from sequencing errors. These sequencing errors give rise to erroneous k-mers that

correspond to spurious edges in the de Bruijn graph. Such spurious edges may cause

whirls and bulges, which cannot always be reconciled correctly by the assembler.

In this section, we show two examples of assembly errors that are caused by

erroneous k-mers, and are corrected by SEQuel. Before going into these examples in

detail, we give a general description of how erroneous k-mers can lead to complexity

in the de Bruijn graph. Consider a read r sampled from a position i of the

genome. Assuming i does not lie within a repeated region, k-mers from r should

contribute only to contigs from the region proximal to i. In practice, k-mers

from erroneous reads originating in one position may contribute to contigs from

completely unrelated regions of the genome. For example, an erroneous “read”

AATACCC sampled from the genomic region AATGCCC (single substitution, from

G to A) will contribute a k-mer (k= 4, ATAC) to the contig ...GGATACTT...,

rather than the correct contig ...AATGCCC. This reallocation of k-mers may occur
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either within different regions of the same contig (second example below), or across

different contigs (first example below). Both the following examples are from the

Velvet (k=31) assembly of standard E. coli reads.

First, we focus our attention to a single contig (contig 170157) that illustrates

how erroneous k-mers from reads that permissively align to a single contig can

be responsible for complexities that the assembler cannot rectify. This contig has

two insertions in alignment to the E. coli genome, both of which were corrected

by SEQuel. We constructed the de Bruijn graph from only the set of reads that

permissively aligned to this contig. As shown in Figure 2.5, this graph contains

bulges and whirls in the exact locations corresponding to the gaps in alignment. In

contrast, the positional de Bruijn graph on the same set of reads is significantly

simpler (contains a single long path); the positional information constraints graph

construction and eliminates many of the spurious edges. SEQuel corrected both

insertions in contig 170157.

Our second example illustrates how erroneous k-mers are recruited from

distant regions of the de Bruijn graph and form spurious edges that eventually lead

to assembly errors. We constructed the de Bruijn graph from the set of reads used

to assemble contig 10362 and two other contigs from the same assembly. The de

Bruijn graph built from only the reads that permissively aligned to contig 10362 is

simple enough that it led to an error-free contig, but the de Bruijn graph built from

the larger set of reads has whirls and bulges at the exact locations where deletions

in the alignment occur (Figure 2.6). The deletions likely occurred due to k-mers

originating in erroneous reads associated with other contigs, that were recruited to

an incorrect region (that of contig 10362) in the de Bruijn graph. Since SEQuel

builds the positional de Bruijn graph on only the set of reads that permissively

align to a single contig (and not the complete set of reads), the complexity caused
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by erroneous k-mers being recruited from other regions in the graph is eliminated.

The graphs shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 are only estimates of the relevant

regions in the de Bruijn graph constructed by the assembler; the actual graph

includes k-mers from the entire dataset (not just k-mers that aligned to a single or

several contigs). Both examples reveal the complexity inherent to the de Bruijn

graph even on a small set of reads, and provide insight into possible causes of

assembly errors. The positional de Bruijn graph constructed from the same reads

is substantially less complex. The recruitment of k-mers from one contig to an

unrelated contig (as shown in Figure 2.6) presents a severe problem to NGS

assemblers, since the position of k-mers cannot be ascertained prior to assembly. A

post-processing step is needed to define relative position and reconcile the complexity

of the original de Bruijn graph, thus the second example serves to illustrate the

necessity of a post-processing step to assembly.

2.7 Conclusions

To the best of our knowledge, a post-processing step for obtaining more

accurate NGS assemblies has not been previously considered. While Donmez and

Brudno (Donmez and Brudno, 2011) state “The consensus sequence for each contig

is generated using a greedy multiple sequence alignment”, no further detail is given,

and the effects of this process are not evaluated. Furthermore, it cannot be used in

combination with another assembler. Additionally, there is some similarity between

SEQuel and the approach implemented by the LOCAS re-assembly tool (Klein

et al., 2011), where positional information is used to partition reads into groups

that will be assembled together. The novelty of our approach lies in the fact that

we explicitly incorporates the positions of k-mers into the graph theoretical model.
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While SEQuel significantly reduces the amount of assembly errors, it does not

address the notoriously-difficult problem of repeat separation in fragment assembly.

Although significant efforts have been made to resolve this problem in Sanger

sequencing (Kececioglu and Ju, 2001; Myers, 2001; Tammi et al., 2002; Zhi et al.,

2007), it remains poorly addressed in the context of NGS. The positional de Bruijn

graph offers an opportunity to revisit this problem in future research.

Our results demonstrate that a substantial number of small indels and

substitution errors can be corrected in both single-cell and standard (multi-cell)

assemblies. In particular, our results on single-cell assemblies further illustrate that

high and uniform coverage is not a requirement for SEQuel. Lastly, we show that

the corrections made by SEQuel can likely be accomplished only in post-processing

of assembly, since the positional information cannot be inferred prior to assembly.
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2.8 Figures

Figure 2.1: Bulge in a de Bruijn graph caused by a sequencing error.
During the process of bulge removal, the correct path CCT-CTA-TAG-AGG-GGA
(top) may be discarded, thus creating a substitution error in the final contig. This
may occur if, for example, coverage is taken as a consideration, since the bottom
path CCT-CTT-TTG-TGG-GGA, erroneous in this case, may have higher
coverage due to k-mers originating from other parts of the genome.
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Figure 2.2: Positional and regular de Bruijn graph on a set of aligned
reads with their corresponding k-mers and positional k-mers. In this
instance k = 4 and ∆ = 1. There exists a single sequencing error in the reads (red).
In the de Bruijn graph, the (k − 1)-mer GCC appears as a single vertex, whereas,
the positional de Bruijn graph separates the occurrence of GCC into two vertices.
This additional information incorporated into the graph further constraints the
gluing process and reduces complexity. Further, the positional k-mers (GCCT,
111) and (GCCT,975) have multiplicity 1 and 4, respectively, but the k-mer GCCT
has multiplicity 5. This increases the weight of the incorrect path, and thus the
likelihood of an error in the contig produced by the de Bruijn graph. Note that in
this example no vertex-gluing operations occur. In more complex instances,
vertex-gluing will occur when equal k-mers align at adjacent positions.
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Figure 2.3: Errors before and after applying SEQuel to standard
assemblies. (a) Short (≤ 50 bp) indels and (b) substitution errors relative to the
reference. Standard reads were assembled using Euler-SR and Velvet. The
assembly without SEQuel and with SEQuel is shown in blue and red, respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Errors before and after applying SEQuel to single-cell
assemblies. (a) Short (≤ 50 bp) indels and (b) substitution errors relative to the
reference. Paired-end reads from a single-cell sample were assembled using
Euler-SR and Velvet-SC. The assembly without SEQuel and with SEQuel is shown
in blue and red, respectively.
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Figure 2.5: First illustration of the connection between assembly errors
and whirls/bulges in the de Bruijn graph. The alignment of a 1975 bp
contig from the assembly with Velvet and k = 31 (contig number 170157), showing
two insertions in the alignment, having respective lengths 1 bp and 15 bp. The de
Bruijn graph constructed from the set of permissively aligned reads to this contig
contains bulges and whirls at regions corresponding to the insertions in the contigs.
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Figure 2.6: Second illustration of the connection between assembly
errors, and whirls and bulges in the de Bruijn graph. The alignment of a
725 bp contig from the assembly with Velvet and k = 31 (contig number 10362)
shows two deletions in the contig, having respective lengths 20 bp and 7 bp. The
regions in the de Bruijn graph corresponding to the deletions in alignment are
complex and contain bulges and whirls that likely lead to assembly errors.
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2.9 Tables

Table 2.1: Refinement statistics on standard E. coli assemblies. Matches
added originate from correcting substitution errors or correcting contig deletions.
Matches lost originate from creating substitution errors or correcting contig inser-
tions.

Refinement statistics Euler-SR Velvet (k=31) Velvet (k=55)
Matches added (lost) 754 (39) 17,010 (25) 45 (2)
Subst. errors removed (created) 69 (18) 8,490 (5) 44 (2)

Table 2.2: Refinement statistics on single-cell E. coli assemblies. Matches
added originate from correcting substitution errors or correcting contig deletions.
Matches lost originate from creating substitution errors or correcting contig inser-
tions.

Refinement statistics Euler-SR Velvet-SC
Matches added (lost) 3,100 (200) 93 (18)
Subst. errors removed (created) 126 (14) 80 (1)

Table 2.3: Running time and memory usage of SEQuel. The SAR324
genome has not been finished, thus the exact size of the genome remains unknown.

Genome Genome Size Time Memory
E. coli 4.6 Mb 55 min. 6 GB
SAR324 4.9-6.4 Mb 87 min. 6 GB
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Chapter 3

Learning Natural Selection from

the Site Frequency Spectrum

3.1 abstract

Genetic adaptation to external stimuli occurs through the combined action

of mutation and selection. A central problem in genetics is to identify loci responsive

to specific selective constraints. Many tests have been proposed to identify the

genomic signatures of natural selection by quantifying the skew in the site frequency

spectrum (SFS) under selection relative to neutrality. We build upon recent work

that connects many of these tests under a common framework, by describing how

selective sweeps impact the scaled SFS. We show that the specific skew depends on

many attributes of the sweep, including the selection coefficient and the time under

selection. Using supervised learning on extensive simulated data, we characterize the

features of the scaled SFS that best separate different types of selective sweeps from

neutrality. We develop a test, SFselect, that consistently outperforms many existing

tests over a wide range of selective sweeps. We apply SFselect to polymorphism

32
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data from a laboratory evolution experiment of Drosophila melanogaster adapted to

hypoxia, and identify loci that strengthen the role of the Notch pathway in hypoxia

tolerance, but were missed by previous approaches. We further apply our test to

human data, and identify regions that are in agreement with earlier studies, as well

as many novel regions.

3.2 Introduction

Natural selection works by preferentially favoring carriers of beneficial (fit)

alleles. At the genetic level, the increased fitness may stem from two sources:

either a de novo mutation that is beneficial in the current environment, or new

environmental stress leading to increased relative fitness of an existing allele. Over

time, haplotypes carrying such variants start to dominate the population, causing

reduced genetic diversity. This process, known as a selective sweep, is mitigated by

recombination and can therefore be observed mostly in the vicinity of the beneficial

allele. Improving our ability to detect the genomic signatures of selection is crucial

for shedding light on genes responsible for adaptation to environmental stress,

including disease.

Many tests of neutrality have been proposed based on the site frequency

spectrum (Tajima, 1989; Fay and Wu, 2000; Zeng et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2010;

Udpa et al., 2011). We start by describing these tests in a common framework

delineated by Achaz (2009). The data, namely genetic variants from a population

sample, is typically represented as a matrix with m columns corresponding to

segregating sites, and n rows corresponding to individual chromosomes. The

sample is chosen from a much larger population of N diploid individuals, where

chromosomes are connected by a (hidden) genealogy and mutations occurring in a
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certain lineage are inherited by all of its descendants (Figure 3.1A). Thus, in the

example shown in Figure 3.1A, the mutation at locus 4 appears in 4 chromosomes

from the sample, or 0.5 frequency. Following Fu (1995), let ξi denote the number

of polymorphic sites at frequency i/n in a sample of size n. The site frequency

spectrum (SFS) vector ξ, and the scaled SFS vector ξ′, are defined as:

ξ = [ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn−1] ξ′ = [1ξ1, 2ξ2, . . . , (n− 1)ξn−1] (3.1)

Thus, in Figure 3.1A, we have:

ξ = [3, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1] ξ′ = [3, 2, 3, 4, 0, 0, 7] (3.2)

In a constant sized population evolving neutrally, the branch lengths of

various lineages (Kingman, 1982), the number of mutations on each lineage (Tajima,

1989), and the observed SFS (Fu, 1995) are all tightly connected to the population

scaled mutation rate θ (= 4Nµ) by coalescent theory. Specifically, E(ξi) = θ/i for

all i = (1, . . . , n− 1). This implies that each ξ′i (= iξi) is an unbiased estimator of

θ (Fu, 1995) and that the scaled SFS ξ′ is uniform in expectation (as illustrated by

the neutral curves in Figure 3.1).

However, this is not the case for populations evolving under positive selection.

We consider the case of a selective sweep, where a single (de-novo) mutation confers

increased fitness. Individuals carrying the mutation preferentially procreate with

probability ∝ 1 + s, where s is the selection coefficient. As a result, the frequency

of the favored allele and of those linked to it rises exponentially with parameter s,

eventually reaching fixation at a rate dependent on s. Not surprisingly, selective

sweeps have a dramatic effect on the scaled SFS. Near the point of fixation, the

scaled SFS is characterized by an abundance of very high frequency alleles, and
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a near-absence of intermediate frequency alleles (Figure 3.1E). Importantly, the

scaled SFS of regions evolving under selective sweeps differs even in the pre-fixation

and post-fixation regimes from that of regions evolving neutrally (Figure 3.1D,F).

To a first approximation, all tests of neutrality operate by quantifying the

‘skew’ in the SFS of a given population sample, relative to the expected under

neutral conditions. A subset of these tests do so by comparing different estimators

of θ. Following Achaz (2009), we note that any weighted linear combination of ξ′

yields an unbiased estimator:

E

(
1∑
iwi

n−1∑
i=1

wiξ
′
i

)
= θ (3.3)

Thus, known estimators of θ can be re-derived simply by choosing appropriate

weights wi. For instance:

θ̂W =
1

an

∑
i

1

i
ξ′i (wi = i−1, Watterson (1975)) (3.4)

θ̂π =
2

n(n− 1)

∑
i

(n− i)ξ′i (wi = n− i, Tajima (1989)) (3.5)

θ̂H =
2

n(n− 1)

∑
i

iξ′i (wi = i, Fay and Wu (2000)) (3.6)

Since different estimators of θ are affected to varying extents by selective

sweeps, many tests of neutrality are based on taking the difference between two

estimators. These, also, can be defined as weighted linear combinations of ξ′. For

example (see Figure 3.2):

d = θ̂π − θ̂W =
∑
i

(
2(n− i)
n(n− 1)

− 1

ian

)
ξ′i (Tajima (1989)) (3.7)

H = θ̂π − θ̂H =
∑
i

(
2n− 4i

n(n− 1)

)
ξ′i (Fay and Wu (2000)) (3.8)
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In practice, d is normalized by its standard deviation, and the normalized

version is denoted D. The expected value of both (D,H) equals 0 under neutral

evolution, but < 0 for populations evolving under selection. A potential caveat

of these tests is that although the scaled SFS changes considerably with time (τ)

under selection (Figure 3.1), selection coefficient (s), and demographic history, the

test statistic consists of a single fixed weight function. It is therefore not surprising

that the performance of these tests varies widely depending on the values of these

parameters.

Additionally, naturally evolving populations may be subject to multiple se-

lective forces, impacting many unlinked loci. In order to limit the search to selective

pressures acting on a specific phenotype, cross-population tests are commonly used.

These tests are applied simultaneously to a population under selection, and to a

genetically similar control population that is not subject to the specific selection

pressure. Some common cross-population tests include XP-CLR (Chen et al., 2010),

XP-EHH (Sabeti et al., 2007a), LSBL (Shriver et al., 2004), Fst (Hudson et al.,

1992), and Sf (Udpa et al., 2011). These tests can also be interpreted in the context

of the scaled SFS. For example, the EHH test considers the change in frequency

of a single haplotype (Sabeti et al., 2002). This is especially effective in the early

stages of a sweep, when the haplotype carrying the beneficial allele increases in

frequency while remaining largely intact.

Here, rather than inferring selection using fixed summary statistics (such as

θ-based tests) of the scaled SFS, we propose inferring it directly using supervised

learning. Specifically, we use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) trained on data

from extensive population simulations under various parameters. We consider the

relative importance of features in the scaled SFS for classifying neutrality from
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various types of selective sweeps, and find commonalities in these features across

the parameter space.

Although there have been recent applications of machine learning to SFS-

and LD-based summary statistics for inferring selection (Pavlidis et al., July 2010;

Lin et al., January 2011), to the best of our knowledge, this study represents the

first attempt to apply supervised learning directly to the scaled SFS to this end.

In addition, whereas most supervised learning approaches are inherently specific

to parameters of the training data, here we propose a way to overcome this by

leveraging common attributes in the learned models of selection.

We develop an algorithmic framework, SFselect, which can be applied in

two ways. If the parameters of a sweep (selective pressure, time under selection,

etc.) are given, a model of the scaled SFS can be trained to yield very high

sensitivity. We also consider the general, and more common, case where this

information is unknown. Our results suggest that there are distinct similarities

in the trained models of pre-fixation and post-fixation regimes (of the beneficial

allele), and that these are maintained over a wide range of selection coefficients.

We leverage this to generate a discriminative model that is robust over a wide

range of values for two parameters: selection coefficient and time since selection.

Further results point to the robustness of our test under a (plausible) demographic

history of two extant human populations. In addition, we develop a similar

approach (XP-SFselect) for cross-population testing based on the two-dimensional

SFS (Sawyer and Hartl, 1992; Chen et al., 2007; Gutenkunst et al., 2009; Nielsen

et al., 2009). A software package implementing our approach is available online at

http://bioinf.ucsd.edu/∼rronen/sfselect.html.

To validate the utility of our framework, we applied XP-SFselect to genetic

variation data from two sources. The first was a laboratory evolution experiment
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(Zhou et al., 2011) where pooled sequencing was conducted on populations of

Drosophila melanogaster evolved under conditions of low (4%) oxygen. We further

applied XP-SFselect to data from two human populations sequenced by the 1000

Genomes Project (Abecasis et al., 2010): Northern European individuals from Utah

(CEU) and Yoruba individuals from Ibadan, Nigeria (YRI). While many of our

identified regions agree with those of previous studies in these populations, we also

identify many novel regions.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Population Simulations

We simulated populations using the forward simulator mpop (Pickrell et al.,

2009). Each simulation instance was initialized with a source population of size

Ne=1000 diploids from a neutral coalescent using Hudson’s ms (Hudson, 2002).

By randomly sampling from the source, we created three separate populations of

size Ne each, labeled selected, neutral1 and neutral2. From this point, we evolved

the populations separately, introducing a single beneficial locus in the selected

population. Individuals carrying the advantageous allele had higher likelihood to

reproduce at each generation (∝ 1 + 0.5s for heterozygous carriers, and ∝ 1 + s

for homozygous carriers). After τ generations, we sampled (n=100 diploids) from

each population, and applied tests of neutrality.

We simulated genomic regions of size 50 kbp, with mutation and recom-

bination occurring at rates of µ = 2.4 ∗ 10−7 and r = 3.784 ∗ 10−8 per base, per

generation. We note that these rates are higher than realistic in humans (Nachman

and Crowell, 2000; Campbell et al., 2012). For considerations of space and time,

we simulated populations with effective size Ne = 1000 rather than Ne = 10, 000,
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as considered more realistic in humans. We therefore scaled µ and r to obtain

appropriate values of θ = 4Neµ and ρ = 4Ner. We simulated the beneficial allele

under selection coefficient s ∈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08}, or {10, 20, 40, 80, 160}

2Nes, and sampled the populations after τ ∈ {0, 100, 200, . . . , 4000} generations

under selection, or {0, 0.05, 0.1, . . . , 2} 2Ne. For each of the 200 combinations of

(s, τ), we simulated 500 instances of the source, selected, neutral1, and neutral2.

3.3.2 Binning, rescaling and extending the SFS

In order for the scaled SFS vectors of unevenly sized population samples to

be directly comparable, we rescale and bin frequencies in each sample to a fixed

range [0, 1]. Empirically, the best results were obtained using relatively few (≈ 10)

bins, as this reduced the variance per bin. Additionally, variants that have reached

fixation in a given population are not informative in the context of that population,

but may be informative across populations. We thus retain fixed variants unless

fixed across all considered populations, and extend ξ (ξ′) with an additional entry

ξn (nξn) dedicated to these variants. Note however that the result from (Fu, 1995)

showing that E(ξi) = θ/i, does not hold for i = n.

For a cross-population test, we use the joint frequency spectrum of two

populations, referred to as the cross-population SFS, or XP-SFS (Sawyer and Hartl,

1992; Chen et al., 2007; Gutenkunst et al., 2009; Nielsen et al., 2009). Given two

population samples of size n and m, the XP-SFS is defined as a n×m matrix ξ,

where the ξij entry represents the number of polymorphic sites at frequency i/n in

the first sample, and j/m in the second sample. As in the single-population case,

we obtained the best results using few (≈ 8× 8) bins, due to lower per-bin variance.
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3.3.3 Support Vector Classification

We train SVMs on normalized scaled SFS vectors (also denoted by ξ′i ∈ Rn),

derived from simulated populations evolving both neutrally and under selection.

Let us denote class labels as yi ∈ {−1, 1} for selected and neutral, respectively.

Given a set of training data {ξ′i, yi}ki=1, the linear (soft-margin) SVM returns a

maximum margin separating hyperplane w and an offset β0 using the following:

argmin
w, β0

1

2
||w||2 + C

∑
i

εi

subject to: yi(w
ᵀξ′i + β0) ≥ 1− εi , i = 1, 2, . . . , k

Where w are feature weights representing the hyperplane, εi ≥ 0 are slack

variables designed to allow a data point to be misclassified (εi > 1) or in the margin

0 < εi ≤ 1, and C is the penalty constant for misclassification. In order to classify

new data points using empirical FPR cutoffs, we use class probabilities (Wu et al.,

2004; Chang and Lin, 2011) rather than the binary decision function.

We use a linear kernel function so that the learned weights are directly

applicable to the scaled SFS, and thus more readily interpreted. This also insures

that data normalization is done in the input space, without the need for complicated

normalization of the kernel function itself (Graf et al., 2003). We used the LIBSVM

library (Chang and Lin, 2011), packaged in the scikit-learn python library (Pedregosa

et al., 2011).

Finally, we note the similarity of the SVM decision function sign(wᵀξ′i + β0)

given learned weights w = (w1, . . . , wn), to a weighted linear combination of ξ′

given weights (w1, . . . , wn−1) as in Tajima’s D or Fay & Wu’s H. This will enable

a qualitative comparison of weights obtained from supervised learning to those of

existing tests.
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3.3.4 Estimating Power and False Positive Rate

In order to evaluate the power our method to detect positive selection

compared to other tests, we applied all tests to several datasets simulated under

different model parameters. For a given test on a given dataset, the power at

5% false positive rate (FPR) was estimated as the fraction of test-statistic values

exceeding a set threshold when applied to the selected samples. The threshold was

set to the top 5% of the null distribution, obtained by applying the test to neutral

samples. For cross-populations tests we used the same procedure, but applied the

test to selected vs. neutral samples, while the null was obtained by applying the test

to neutral1 vs. neutral2 samples. For the parameter-specific SVMs (Section 3.4.1),

where we lacked sufficient simulated data to hold the test data out of training,

we report power as the mean over 25-fold cross validation. For the general SVM

(Section 3.4.4), testing and training were done on completely separate datasets.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Specific SVM tests ‘SFselect-s’

Initially, we assume prior knowledge of the time under selection (τ), and

the selection coefficient (s). Under these assumptions (later relaxed), we trained

200 different SVMs on data corresponding to all combinations of (s, τ) simulated.

We then applied each SVM to data simulated under the corresponding parameters

and evaluated power as compared to several existing methods (Figures 3.3 and

3.11). We compared our single-population SVMs to Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989)

and Fay and Wu’s H (Fay and Wu, 2000), which are based on weighted linear

combinations of the scaled SFS, but also to the SweepFinder (Nielsen et al., 2005)
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and ω-statistic (Kim and Nielsen, 2004) algorithms (as implemented in SweeD

(personal communication, P. Pavlidis) and OmegaPlus (Alachiotis et al., 2012)).

We compared our cross-population SVMs to XP-CLR (Chen et al., 2010), XP-EHH

(Sabeti et al., 2007a), and Fst (Hudson et al., 1992).

We make a number of observations: (i) power changes proportionately

to s for all tests, (ii) time to fixation of the beneficial allele scales as ln(2Ns)/s

(Campbell, 2007), and (iii) all tests reach peak power following fixation, and decay in

the pre-fixation and post-fixation regimes. We also note that Tajima’s D performs

better pre-fixation, due to the negative weights (expected inflation) assigned to low

frequencies, and the positive weights (expected depletion) assigned to intermediate

frequencies (Figure 3.2), while Fay and Wu’s H performs better post-fixation, due

to the relatively high weights assigned to low and intermediate frequency variants.

Invariably, our parameter-specific SVMs (SFselect-s) exhibit higher power

compared to the other tests across the wide range of (s) and (τ) combinations

considered, remaining powerful throughout much of the post-fixation regime. For

example, at s=0.08 the SVM shows 75% power after 2000 generations, versus 42%

for the next best method. Likewise, at s=0.02, we see 70% power for the SVM at

generation 1000, versus 57% for the next best method. These results demonstrate

the potential of statistical learning of weight functions for the scaled SFS. We next

consider several models of the scaled SFS learned by our parameter-specific SVMs.

3.4.2 Comparing with existing linear combinations

We consider the feature weights learned by several of our parameter-specific

SVMs, compared with weight functions of existing tests. Tajima’s D and Fay &

Wu’s H (among other tests) apply a weighted linear combination to the scaled SFS,

and are thus conceptually similar to trained (linear) SVMs. Differently put, both
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types of test represent linear models of the scaled SFS under non-neutral evolution.

For several reasons, only qualitative comparisons can be made. First, we

use a rescaled and binned version of the SFS. Unlike existing scaled SFS tests

(such as D and H) that consider all allele frequencies between 1 and n− 1, where

n is the sample size, we rescale sample frequencies to (0, 1] and bin them into

n = 10 frequency bins (see Methods). Second, while tests based on estimators of

θ consider frequencies up to n− 1, we extend the scaled SFS with an additional

bin representing fixed differences (see Methods). Lastly, the rescaled, binned, and

extended scaled SFS vectors are normalized prior to learning and classification.

Hence, although absolute values of the learned weights cannot be directly compared,

we nevertheless gain insight from a qualitative comparison with existing scaled SFS

tests.

In Figure 3.4 we consider models learned by our specific SVMs (SFselect-s)

from datasets simulated under relatively strong selection (s= 0.04), sampled at

times where D or H show high sensitivity. We consider differences and similarities

between these models and the weighted linear combinations applied by D and H

(Figure 3.2). For D, peak power occurs near the mean time of fixation (e.g. τ = 700

generations). We observe that the weights learned from this dataset do indeed bear

some resemblance to those of Tajima’s D. Both have moderately positive weights

in the intermediate frequency range, which gradually decay toward the higher and

lower frequencies (Figures 3.4A, 3.2A). However, the models differ in their weight

of the lowest frequency bin, which is highly negative in Tajima’s D.

At τ = 2000 generations, H shows higher sensitivity compared to D. This

is because unlike Tajima’s D, Fay & Wu’s H does not consider an inflation of low

frequency alleles as indicative of non-neutral evolution (Figure 3.2B). This helps

because after fixation, lower frequency alleles are first to be restored to neutral
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levels via de novo mutation. In contrast, the weights learned from this dataset are

quite different from those of H (Figures 3.4B, 3.2B), which was designed to capture

an excess in high frequency alleles (Fay and Wu, 2000). Specifically, we see positive

linearly increasing weights toward the higher frequencies. This is effective because

de novo mutation takes longer to drift to higher frequencies.

As stated previously, our fixed differences bin (rightmost) has no equivalent

in Tajima’s D or Fay & Wu’s H. It is negatively weighted in both models shown

because the beneficial allele (as well as hitchhiking alleles) has fixed, leading to

many differentially fixed variants.

3.4.3 Comparing with existing learning-based methods

We further compared our results with two recent tests based on supervised

learning of summary statistics. The first, by Pavlidis et al. (July 2010), applies

SVMs to values of two tests: the ω-statistic (Kim and Nielsen, 2004) that is based

on LD information, and the SweepFinder Λ-statistic (Nielsen et al., 2005), which

is based on the SFS. Additionally, the correlation between the genomic positions

yielding maximal values of these tests are also used as features for learning. We

used improved implementations of these algorithms, namely SweeD (personal

communication, P. Pavlidis) for SweepFinder, and OmegaPlus (Alachiotis et al.,

2012) for the ω-statistic. The second approach we compare to, by Lin et al. (January

2011), applies boosting to weak logistic regression classifiers learned from LD- and

SFS-based summary statistics computed within a region. Namely, θπ (Tajima,

1989), θH (Fay and Wu, 2000), θW (Watterson, 1975), Tajima’s D (Tajima, 1989),

Fay and Wu’s H (Fay and Wu, 2000), and iHH (Sabeti et al., 2002).

In Figure 3.5 we show the power of SFselect-s compared to Pavlidis et al.

(July 2010) and Lin et al. (January 2011) under different sweep parameters. Both
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SFselect-s and Lin et al. (January 2011) show higher power compared to Pavlidis

et al. (July 2010) across the sweep types considered. In addition, we observe that

overall SFselect-s and Lin et al. (January 2011) show similar power, apart from

a slight advantage to Lin et al. (January 2011) in a number of time points under

weaker selection (s=0.01, 0.02).

We note that our feature set bears some conceptual similarity to that of Lin

et al. (January 2011). With the exception of the iHH features, Lin et al. (January

2011) effectively learn from a small set of weighted linear combinations of the scaled

SFS. Our framework demonstrates that similar power can be achieved by learning

directly from the scaled SFS. In fact, our analysis shows that the small difference

in observed power is explained by the iHH features (Figure 3.14). Furthermore, the

fundamental nature of our feature set enables our framework to potentially learn

linear combinations that are not captured by the set used in Lin et al. (January

2011). In addition, we emphasize that although SFselect-s and Lin et al. (January

2011) show similar power in the parameter-specific case, in practice the parameters

of a selective sweep are seldom known. Next, we develop a generalized test that

can be applied without a priori knowledge of these parameters.

3.4.4 General SVM test ‘SFselect’

Learning-based approaches, by definition, require training data. In the

context of selection, this typically implies simulating populations undergoing a

selective sweep. As a result, the parameters used in the simulation process are

inevitably reflected in the trained models. Previous implementations of learning-

based approaches have been geared toward specific sweep parameters (Pavlidis

et al. (July 2010), Lin et al. (January 2011) and SFselect-s). Although we are able

to learn powerful models (and thus, tests) using this framework, such models are
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difficult to apply in practice. This is because in most cases, the sweep parameters

(s, τ) are unknown.

In order to develop a test that performs well in practice, we must either

estimate these parameters or design a test that is robust to them. As a first step,

we compare the feature weights learned by parameter-specific SVMs across different

values of (s, τ). In Figure 3.6, we show the cosine distance between all (≈ 20, 000)

pairs (wi,wj), defined as:

Dcos(wi,wj) = 1− wi ·wj

‖wi‖2 ‖wj‖2

(3.9)

Remarkably, we see two strong similarity blocks across all selection coeffi-

cients, partitioned roughly at the time of fixation: a near-fixation similarity block

encompassing time points close to (before and including) fixation of the benefi-

cial allele, and a post-fixation similarity block encompassing the later time points.

Importantly, the similarity is transitive across selection coefficients, meaning that

trained SVMs in a given block are similar not only to each other, but also to SVMs

in corresponding blocks of other selection coefficients. For instance, members of the

near-fixation block in s=0.01 (spanning times τ ∈ [700, 1800]) show high similarity

to members of the near-fixation block of s=0.04 (spanning times τ ∈ [200, 500]). In

the weaker selective pressures (s=0.005,0.01), transitions between the two regimes

are not as stark, due to the increased variance in fixation times (Durrett, 2002).

This pairwise similarity structure is generally maintained in cross-population SVMs

as well (Figure 3.12).

Based on these findings, we retrained exactly two regime-specific SVMs

denoted wnear and wpost. We trained these SVMs on data corresponding to the

observed similarity blocks, aggregated over the relevant time points of selection
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coefficients s ∈ [0.02, 0.08]. For a given point ξ′, we use the estimated class

probabilities from these SVMs to define our test score simply as:

S(ξ′) = max
{

Pr(ξ′|wnear), Pr(ξ′|wpost)
}

(3.10)

In Figure 3.7 we show the feature weights learned by these general SVMs

(see Figure 3.13 for feature weights of the corresponding cross-population SVMs).

As expected when requiring less knowledge apriori, the general two-stage SVM has

less power to detect selective sweeps compared to the parameter-specific SVMs.

Nevertheless, it dominates over existing methods across much of the (s, τ) parameter

space (Figure 3.3); most notably so in the time points following fixation of the

beneficial allele. In certain regimes, D or H perform similarly to our general model.

This is in part because the feature weights are somewhat similar. Particularly, we

note the similarity between the near-fixation SVM weights and D (Figure 3.2).

For a corresponding analysis of power of the general cross population SVM test

(XP-SFselect), see Figure 3.11.

Lastly, the class probabilities returned from wnear and wpost also carry

information on whether a given data point is in the pre-fixation or post-fixation

regime. By simply considering the maximum of the two values, we were able to infer

the regime with over 70% accuracy across times and selection pressures, excluding

only those surrounding regime transitions, which are inherently unclear (Figure

3.7C).

3.4.5 Fly models of hypoxia adaptation

We applied XP-SFselect to polymorphism frequency data from pooled whole

genome sequencing of Drosophila melanogaster (Zhou et al., 2011). In this study,
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fly populations evolved for many generations (≈ 200) in increasing levels of hypoxia

(eventually reaching 4% O2), while genetically similar controls were kept in room

air (21% O2) for cross populations analysis. The hypoxic stress was so strong that

no wildtype fly survives in the final stage. Consequently, for a subset of adaptive

variants needed to survive in such conditions, the population under selection had

likely reached a “post-fixation” regime. At the same time, selective sweeps may

be ongoing for other variants. In that study, we had used a log-ratio statistic (Sf )

that applies fixed weights to the scaled SFS, and is sensitive to post-fixation signal

(Udpa et al., 2011).

Applying a 1% genomic control FDR (see for instance (Chen et al., 2010))

in overlapping windows, and collapsing significant windows within 100 kbp of each

other, we found 17 significant regions using Sf . At the same time, XP-SFselect

identified 25 significant regions (Table 3.3, and Figures 3.15-3.18) including 11/17

(65%) of the Sf regions. Many of the strongest candidates identified in (Zhou

et al., 2011), including HDAC4 and hang, were also found by XP-SFselect. In

addition, XP-SFselect identified 14 unique regions as significant. For a breakdown

of significant windows by regime, see Table 3.1.

There is some evidence that XP-SFselect is more robust than Sf . For

instance, one region deemed significant by Sf , but not XP-SFselect appears to

be an artifact. This region (chrX:14.61-14.85 Mb) is significant under Sf due to

little haplotype diversity in the adapted population, caused by a large block of

fixed SNPs. Importantly, the control population also shows reduced diversity in

this region, with the same block present at ≈ 80% frequency. This is likely the

result of an event prior to population divergence, and thus, not caused by the

hypoxic stress. Sf correctly identified low diversity in the adapted population, but

weighed the high frequency (non-fixed) alleles in controls as evidence of increased
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diversity instead (Udpa et al., 2011). In contrast, XP-SFselect correctly identifies

the frequency difference of 20% as uninteresting genome-wide.

XP-SFselect may also be more sensitive. The main conclusion of (Zhou

et al., 2011) was that the Notch pathway is genetically involved in hypoxia tolerance,

based on the presence of two Notch inhibitory genes (HDAC4 and Hairless) in

significant regions. We confirmed these with XP-SFselect but also identified another

significant region (chrX:2.87-3.44 Mb) containing a third component of the Notch

pathway - the Notch gene itself (Figure 3.8). Upon further inspection, the Notch

gene shows an interesting profile. We see very little diversity in the adapted

population (mean coding SNP frequency = 0.99), while corresponding control

frequencies are low (mean = 0.26). These include a nonsynonymous SNP (S29P)

fixed in the adapted population and completely absent in controls. This serine

is located in the N-terminal signal peptide, important for moving Notch to the

membrane, where activation can occur. A key feature of the signal peptide is a long

stretch of hydrophobic residues that stabilize by forming a helical structure. The

serine at position 29 is in the middle of this stretch, and is hydrophilic, potentially

impairing the ability of the signal peptide to form the helix. Replacing the serine

with a hydrophobic proline may increase the stability (and thus, efficiency) of the

signal peptide in guiding Notch to the membrane.

3.4.6 Models of human demography

In order to assess the ability of our framework to detect selection under

complex demographic scenarios, as in many extant human populations, we simulated

data under a more involved model. A strength of our framework is that if the

demographic history is well characterized, a specific model of the SFS that is fine

tuned to that history can be learned. Focusing on the recent demographic histories
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of Northern Europeans (CEU) and Western Africans (YRI), we note that multiple

models can potentially explain the observed patterns of polymorphism (Schaffner

et al., 2005; Voight et al., 2005; Fagundes et al., 2007), and that a clear consensus

has not yet been reached.

We use a model described recently by Gravel et al. (2011), with two instan-

taneous bottlenecks followed by a period of exponential growth in the European

population (Figure 3.9). In this demographic scenario, we simulated a beneficial

(s = 0.02, 0.005) allele in the European population, introduced at various time

points (20, 25, and 50 thousand years ago (kya)). In our simulations, we assume

neutral evolution prior to the populations separating. As a result, we do not expect

cross-population tests to have a distinct advantage, as their main strength is to

decrease the effect of shared selection in the ancestral population.

We evaluated the power of single- and cross-population SVMs trained on

the simulated data to detect selection. Table 3.2 shows power of the SVMs at

various time points, compared with other tests. As in constant-sized populations,

we observe that Fay & Wu’s H is less powerful except in the late stages (e.g., 50

kya for s=0.02), and that among the cross-population tests, XP-CLR is generally

more powerful than XP-EHH. Additionally, we note that both the single- and

cross-population SVMs show significantly higher power than all other tests. Finally,

as postulated, we did not observe a consistent advantage for cross-population over

single-population tests.

3.4.7 Application to human populations

As no clear consensus exists on the demographic history of any human

population, we applied our general SVM test (XP-SFselect) to data from two

human populations sequenced by the 1000 Genomes Project (Abecasis et al., 2010):
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individuals of Northern European descent from Utah (CEU, 88 individuals) and

Yoruban individuals from Nigeria (YRI, 85 individuals). These populations have

been considered in several studies of selection (Frazer et al., 2007; Sabeti et al.,

2007a; Pickrell et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010), thus we expected our results to

overlap with previously reported regions. Using a 0.2% genomic control FDR in

overlapping windows, and collapsing significant windows within 100 kbp of each

other, we identified 339 distinct regions, of which 217 overlap known genes. As

expected, several of the regions we find have been previously reported. We do

however find signal in regions that have not so far been reported, and may be of

phenotypic interest. In Table 3.4, we list 40 regions showing the strongest signal

of selective sweep using XP-SFselect. We used SnpEff (Cingolani et al., 2012) to

annotate the functional impact of mutations, and extracted all high impact (splice

or nonsense) mutations as well as all nonsynonymous mutations deemed damaging

by SIFT (Kumar et al., 2009). In Table 3.5 we list the subset of these SNPs that fall

within significant regions, and show a high frequency differential (≥ 30%) between

the two populations (we find 11 such SNPs genome wide).

Known regions identified by XP-SFselect. We compared the significant

regions found by XP-SFselect to the top regions identified in four previous studies

of the same populations: (Chen et al., 2010), (Pickrell et al., 2009), (Frazer et al.,

2007), and (Sabeti et al., 2007a). Of the 339 regions, 36 were reported in these

studies (8 of top 40). This partial overlap likely stems from the considerable

difference in density between the genotyping data used in the previous studies, and

that of whole genome sequencing. When considering the top 1% of our results,

however, the overlap becomes substantial (see Figure 3.10). Specifically, the overlap

was 35.3% for (Frazer et al., 2007), 47.8% for (Pickrell et al., 2009), 57.9% for
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(Sabeti et al., 2007a), and 67.5% for (Chen et al., 2010).

Of the previously reported regions, particularly noteworthy are the genomic

regions of KITLG (12q21.32) and SLC24A5 (15q21.1), found at 0.002% and 0.1%

of the genome wide distribution, respectively. Variation in these genes has been

associated with skin pigmentation, and was reported to show evidence of selection

(Pickrell et al., 2009). Additionally, we found the region containing the lactase gene

(LCT) significant at 0.16% genome wide. Several studies have reported this gene as

showing evidence of selection in Northern European populations (Bersaglieri et al.,

2004; Chen et al., 2010).

Novel regions identified by XP-SFselect. We identified a region (1q44) sig-

nificant at 0.01% genome wide, containing a cluster of olfactory receptor (OR)

genes: OR2T8, OR2L13, OR2L8, OR2AK2, and OR2L1P. Notably, the subregion

containing OR2L8, OR2L13, and OR2AK2 has particularly low diversity in North-

ern Europeans, with a dense block of 97 nearly fixed SNPs (mean frequency =

0.95) in comparison to the same block in Western Africans (mean frequency =

0.24). This block also includes 6 nonsynonymous SNPs, of which two were deemed

damaging (rs10888281 and rs4478844 , see Table 3.5). Olfactory receptors make up

the largest gene family, containing several hundreds of genes, many of which are

pseudogenes. It has been suggested that a subset of (intact) OR genes are subject

to selection in several human populations (Gilad et al., 2003; Pickrell et al., 2009),

but to the best of our knowledge this OR cluster has not been identified as under

selection in Northern European or Western African populations.

Additionally, the regions containing MSR1 (macrophage scavenger receptor

1) and MASP2 (mannan-binding lectin serine protease 2) were found significant

at 0.07% and 0.09% of the genome wide distribution, respectively. These genes
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also contained 2 of the 11 variants with high frequency differential between the

populations that were deemed damaging (rs435815 and rs12711521, see Table 3.5).

Interestingly, the ortholog of MSR1 has been shown to confer a protective effect from

malaria infection in a recent study on mice (Rosanas-Urgell et al., 2012). At the

same time, it has been shown to have a strong signal of balancing selection in African

primate populations (Tung et al., 2009). Likewise, MASP2 has been associated

with immune response to several diseases, including Chagas disease (Boldt et al.,

2011), hepatitis C (Tulio et al., 2011), and placental malaria (Holmberg et al., 2012).

Mutations in this gene (including rs12711521 (Boldt et al., 2011), see Table 3.5)

have been linked to both the activity (Thiel et al., 2009) and expression levels (Thiel

et al., 2007) of the protein. Such a sharp signal at these loci may imply a differential

disease landscape between the two populations. For instance, it is conceivable that

the YRI population has had to adapt at these loci to deal effectively with malaria,

whereas CEU individuals have not had this stress.

3.4.8 Computational considerations

Our approach is composed of three main steps: data simulation, model

training, and region classification. The first step, simulation, is done with external

tools and is therefore outside the scope of this paper. For training and classification,

there are two options. One may use our pre-trained general model for classifying

genomic regions as selected or neutral. This approach is very fast: a complete

cross-population scan of the human genome (of the CEU and YRI populations)

completed in under 2 hours on a standard desktop with 4GB RAM. We note that

this was done on whole genome sequencing data, with considerably more variants

than genotyping.

Another option is to train a model on data simulated under a specific model
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(e.g. given a known demographic scenario). The computational space and time

required for training strongly depend on the size of the training data. In our

experience, training a specific model (≈1000 training examples) required under 1

minute, while training the general model (≈ 90, 000 training examples) required

close to 2 hours.

It should also be noted that training can potentially be faster. We used the

LIBSVM implementation (Chang and Lin, 2011) due to its capability to calculate

class probabilities, which enabled better control of FPR. A strictly linear SVM

implementation, such as the one used by LIBLINEAR (Fan et al., 2008), will yield

much better scaling of training times.

3.5 Discussion

The site frequency spectrum is heavily skewed under positive selection.

Using supervised learning, we sought to develop a test that would not only yield

improved power to detect a sweep, but also insight into the behavior of the SFS

under various sweep types. The scaled SFS, being uniform in expectation under

neutrality, provided a natural choice of features to learn from. Rather than a fixed

weight function that only performs well under certain regimes, we were able to learn

multiple weight functions of the scaled SFS, each providing optimal performance in

its respective regime. When combined, these resulted in a usable test that improves

over existing methods for both simulated and real data.

Although SVMs are standard practice in supervised learning, other classifi-

cation methods are also applicable. A popular alternative is logistic regression, with

optional (L1 or L2 norm) regularization of the model. While logistic regression has

the advantage of providing a naturally continuous output, it proved less effective
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for our purposes. The two methods performed similarly in the single-population

test, but we observed a noticeable decrease in power of the cross-population test

(Figures 3.19, 3.20). This is likely due to the difference in loss function. While

SVMs use a one-sided hinge-loss, with no penalty for well-classified points outside

the classification margin, logistic regression minimizes the log-loss. Here, correctly

classified points - including those outside the SVM margin - incur a (small) penalty.

This may have a significant impact if the data is dense near the margins, which is

likely the case for the XP-SFS vectors.

Given prior information on a population’s history and mode of selection, one

may wish to apply weights to the regime SVMs, thereby increasing the sensitivity

of the test. In our fly data, we can safely assume a “post-fixation” regime for those

loci most (and earliest) affected by selection, due to the high selective stress and

relatively long time (≈ 200 generations). Thus, we can increase the sensitivity in

those regions by weighting down the probabilities returned from the near-fixation

SVM. Of course, this will decrease the sensitivity for regions in near-fixation regime.

When applying no such bias to the regime of selection, our results indicate that

SFselect can identify both types of selection, while previous methods were limited

to specific regimes (Table 3.1).

Finally, SFselect has high power in the near-fixation and post-fixation

regimes, but there may be room for improvement in early selection. Tests based on

haplotype diversity, such as iHH (Sabeti et al., 2002), are considered advantageous in

this regime. To increase sensitivity, one might incorporate frequencies of dominant

haplotypes as additional features in a classifier. Moreover, although here we

considered only the hard sweep model of positive selection, one might use a similar

framework to investigate more complex scenarios, including the soft sweep model.
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3.6 Figures

Figure 3.1: Impact of a selective sweep on the scaled SFS. (A) Genealogy
of 8 chromosomes with 8 polymorphic sites and the corresponding SNP matrix.
(B) Two populations diverging under neutral evolution, or (C) with one under
selection. (D-F) Mean scaled SFS of 500 simulated samples from populations
evolving neutrally or under selection (s = 0.08), sampled at (D) 150, (E) 250 and
(F) 2000 generations under selection.
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Figure 3.2: Weights of common neutrality tests using difference
between θ estimators. (A) Tajima’s D weights, consisting of the difference
between the normalized weights of θ̂π and θ̂W . (B) Fay and Wu’s H weights,
consisting of the difference between the normalized weights of θ̂π and θ̂H . Shown
for n = 10 haplotypes.
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Figure 3.3: Power of the SVM test compared to other tests of
neutrality. FPR is 5%. Shown for 200 datasets representing selective sweeps with
selective coefficients s ∈ [0.01, 0.08], sampled at τ ∈ [0, 4000] generations under
selection. SFselect-s (black) assumes knowledge of (τ , s), while SFselect (blue)
assumes no prior knowledge of these parameters. Time is shown in generations
(bottom axes), and ln(2Ns)/s generations (top axes). The dotted vertical lines
show the mean time to fixation of the beneficial allele, which occurs at
≈ 5 ln(2Ns)/s generations.
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Figure 3.4: Feature weights learned by parameter-specific SVMs. (A)
Feature weights of the SVM trained on (s=0.04, τ=700), a regime in which
Tajima’s D is sensitive. (B) Feature weights of the SVM trained on
(s=0.04, τ=2000), a regime in which Fay & Wu’s H is sensitive. We note that the
rightmost feature (representing fixed differences) has no equivalent in D or H.
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Figure 3.5: Power of SFselect-s compared to tests based on supervised
learning of summary statistics. FPR is 5%. We compare to Pavlidis et al.
(July 2010) and Lin et al. (January 2011). Shown for 200 datasets representing
selective sweeps with selective coefficients s ∈ [0.01, 0.08], sampled at τ ∈ [0, 4000]
generations under selection. Time shown in generations (bottom axes), and
ln(2Ns)/s generations (top axes). The dashed vertical lines (grey) show the mean
time to fixation of the beneficial allele, which occurs at ≈ 5 ln(2Ns)/s generations.
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Figure 3.6: Pairwise distance between 200 parameter-specific SVMs.
SVMs were trained on data simulated under different selection pressures
s ∈ [0.005, 0.08], sampled at different times under selection τ ∈ [0, 4000]
generations. Boundaries between selection pressures are denoted by black lines,
and mean times to fixation by blue dashed lines. We observe two similarity blocks
at each selection pressure, corresponding to “near fixation”and “post fixation” of
the beneficial allele. The stronger the selection (e.g., bottom right) the
earlier/shorter the near-fixation stage, and vice versa.
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Figure 3.7: Feature weights of ‘regime’ SVMs and regime inference
rates. (A) Weights learned by the near fixation SVM. (B) Weights learned by the
post fixation SVM. Minor allele frequencies were distributed to n = 11 bins, with
the last bin dedicated to fixed differences. (C) Fraction of true positives with
“post-fixation” class probability greater than that of “near-fixation”, as function of
time. Due to lower absolute number of true positives in the weaker selection
pressures (s = 0.01, 0.02), we observe increased variance. The shaded region
surrounding 4 ln(2Ns)/s generations contains the mean times to fixation of the
beneficial alleles.
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Figure 3.8: Signatures of selective sweeps affecting Notch pathway in
hypoxia tolerant flies. XP-SFselect and Sf on fly chromosome X. The regions
highlighted in grey were found significant by both Sf and XP-SFselect. The region
highlighted in yellow is an artifactual region deemed significant under Sf , but not
under XP-SFselect. The region highlighted in green contains the Notch gene,
which activates the Notch signaling pathway. The mutation S29P may enhance the
activity of Notch by improving the stability of the signal peptide domain. The
region highlighted in red contains the HDAC4 gene, including the mutation
A1009S near the active site of the protein, which may reduce its ability to impact
Notch gene targets. Both of these mutations are consistent with hypoxia-tolerant
flies genetically activating the Notch pathway as a mechanism of adaptation.
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Figure 3.9: The demographic model used to simulate the CEU and
YRI populations. The model is shown with time flowing downward. Model
parameters are as described by Gravel et al. (2011), including a growth rate of
0.48% per generation in the European expansion period. We simulated an allele
under positive selection (s=0.02, 0.005) introduced 20, 25, and 50 kya (assuming
25 years per generation).
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Figure 3.10: Cumulative rank distribution of the top regions reported
by previous studies in the results of XP-SFselect. Rank distributions of
previous studies shown in red, and those of 1000 identically sized sets of regions
(per study) sampled at random from the genome, shown in blue. We see a
significant enrichment of the regions from previous studies among the top 0.2%
(dark-grey) and 1% (light-grey) of XP-SFselect results. The P-values shown are for
a Mann-Whitney U test with null hypothesis of equality between the rank
distribution of a given study, and that of the corresponding random samples. The
studies compared to were Chen et al. (2010), Pickrell et al. (2009), Sabeti et al.
(2007a), and Frazer et al. (2007).
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Figure 3.11: Power of the cross-population SVM test compared to
other cross-population tests of neutrality. FPR is 5%. Shown across
selection pressures s∈ [0.01, 0.08] and times τ ∈ [0, 4000]. The (black) line labelled
‘XP-SFselect-s’ shows power when assuming knowledge of the selection coefficient
and the time (τ and s, respectively). The (blue) line labeled ‘XP-SFselect’ shows
power when no prior knowledge of (s, τ) is assumed. Time is shown in generations
(bottom axes), and ln(2Ns)/s generations (top axes). The dashed vertical lines
(grey) show the mean time to fixation of the beneficial allele, which occurs at
≈ 5 ln(2Ns)/s generations.
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Figure 3.12: Pairwise cosine distance between 200 cross-population
parameter specific SVMs. The data was simulated under different selection
pressures s∈ [0.005, 0.08], and sampled at different times under selection
τ ∈ [0, 4000] generations. Selection pressure boundaries are denoted by black lines,
and mean time to fixation for each pressure is denoted by dashed blue lines. We
observe two main similarity blocks at each selection pressure, corresponding to
”near fixation” and ”post-fixation” of the beneficial allele. The stronger the
selection pressure (e.g., bottom right) the earlier and shorter the near-fixation
stage, and vice versa.
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Figure 3.13: Feature weights for cross-population SFS trained on the
near- and post-fixation regimes of selection. (A) near-fixation, and (B)
post-fixation. Minor allele frequencies were distributed to 8× 8 bins, where the
rightmost column (top row) was dedicated to alleles fixed in the selected (neutral)
population. Decision function constants were β0 =−0.80, and β0 =−0.56 for the
near-fixation, and post-fixation SVMs, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Power of neutrality tests based on supervised learning.
FPR is 5%. The line labelled ‘SFselect-s’ shows power of parameter-specific SVMs,
while the line labelled ‘SFselect-s-iHH’ shows power when including the iHH
features described in Lin et al. (January 2011). Shown for selection pressures
s∈ [0.01, 0.08] and times τ ∈ [0, 4000]. Times are in generations (bottom axes) and
ln(2Ns)/s generations (top axes). Dashed vertical lines (grey) show the mean time
to fixation of the beneficial allele, which occurs at ≈ 5 ln(2Ns)/s generations.
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Figure 3.15: XP-SFselect values on Drosophila chromosome 2L.

Figure 3.16: XP-SFselect values on Drosophila chromosome 2R.
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Figure 3.17: XP-SFselect values on Drosophila chromosome 3L.

Figure 3.18: XP-SFselect values on Drosophila chromosome 3R.
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Figure 3.19: Comparing SVM and logistic regression at different times
and selection pressures. Performance appears nearly identical regardless of the
underlying classification method. In the legend, ‘l1’ and ‘l2’ refer to the
regularization term used with logistic regression.
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Figure 3.20: Comparing cross-population SVM and logistic regression
at different times and selection pressures. We observe a marked decrease in
power (cyan and orange (LR) compared to blue (SVM)) with logistic regression.
In the legend, ‘l1’ and ‘l2’ refer to the regularization term used with logistic
regression.
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3.7 Tables

Table 3.1: Regime of selection as determined by SVM. The number of
genomic windows found significant under XP-SFselect (568 overall) with higher
class probabilities for the near-fixation, or the post-fixation regime. Showing
windows found only by XP-SFselect, as well those identified by both XP-SFselect
and Sf . These results imply that while Sf is sensitive to the post-fixation regime,
XP-SFselect captures both types of selection.

Near-Fixation regime Post-Fixation regime
XP-SFselect ∧ Sf windows 75 274
XP-SFselect only windows 211 8

Table 3.2: Power of different tests on data simulated under a demo-
graphic model. FPR is 5%. The beneficial allele was simulated in the “Northern
European” population (CEU), while the “Western African” population (YRI)
evolved neutrally, and was used as control for the cross-population tests.

s kya D H XP-CLR XP-EHH SFselect-s XP-SFselect-s

0.02
20 0.64 0.05 0.58 0.22 0.85 0.80
25 0.82 0.22 0.77 0.28 0.89 0.88
50 0.97 0.95 0.99 0.40 0.99 0.99

0.005
20 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.29 0.40
25 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.23 0.48
50 0.45 0.11 0.41 0.25 0.71 0.66
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Table 3.3: Significant regions under XP-SFselect for fly hypoxia data.
Allele frequency data from Zhou et al. (2011). Star (*) indicates the region is
shared with Sf .

Chr Region XP-SFselect
2L 11895542-12055542 3.36
2R 170962-1308962 3.25
2R 1040962-21174962 4.00
3L 175762-301762 3.55
3L 763762-833762 2.85
3R 15318233-15642233* 3.58
3R 15846233-16076233* 2.73
3R 17014233-17064233 2.59
X 378615-440615 2.78
X 676615-728615* 2.60
X 1420615-1480615 2.70
X 2046615-2122615 4.77
X 2630615-2758615 3.91
X 2872615-3444615 3.89
X 4818615-4892615 3.60
X 12996615-13374615* 4.02
X 15092615-15160615 2.84
X 16110615-16160615* 2.62
X 16276615-16488615* 4.86
X 18154615-18248615 2.87
X 18564615-18686615* 2.60
X 18838615-18930615* 3.08
X 19092615-19358615* 3.74
X 20504615-20986615* 4.18
X 22064615-22412615* 4.24
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Table 3.4: Top 40 XP-SFselect regions genome wide. Rightmost column
shows studies where region was reported as evolving under selection.

Chr Position (Mb) Score Genes Study

X 66.10-66.56 4.38657
12 88.24-88.36 4.38258
X 99.00-99.16 4.34082 LOC442459 Frazer et al. (2007)
8 52.67-52.82 4.31338 PXDNL, PCMTD1 Frazer et al. (2007)
X 35.27-35.38 4.27039
12 123.61-123.78 4.20905 MPHOSPH9, C12orf65,

CDK2AP1, SBNO1
12 88.90-89.00 4.20736 KITLG Pickrell et al. (2009)
4 148.54-148.79 4.19501 TMEM184C, PRMT10,

ARHGAP10
10 100.78-100.94 4.19111 HPSE2
10 31.47-31.55 4.14863 Chen et al. (2010)
X 110.08-110.37 4.13684 PAK3 Sabeti et al. (2007a),

Frazer et al. (2007)
2 13.69-13.90 4.12967
11 105.99-106.22 4.11825
X 80.24-80.38 4.10921 HMGN5
13 71.98-72.12 4.10127 DACH1
4 52.88-53.14 4.09292 LRRC66, SGCB, SPATA18
2 150.39-150.49 4.07069 MMADHC
15 44.29-44.39 4.05108 FRMD5
1 142.66-142.87 4.04074
11 40.22-40.32 4.02215 LRRC4C
16 15.14-15.30 4.01629 NTAN1, RRN3, MIR3180-4
2 97.68-97.85 3.99585 FAHD2B, ANKRD36
4 159.35-159.44 3.9884
2 104.76-104.83 3.97891
17 73.30-73.44 3.96581 GRB2, MIR3678
20 60.66-60.73 3.93865 LSM14B, PSMA7, SS18L1
4 41.96-42.11 3.93681 TMEM33, DCAF4L1,

SLC30A9
15 28.19-28.27 3.91923 OCA2 Chen et al. (2010)
1 158.15-158.24 3.89804 CD1D, CD1A
13 41.39-41.54 3.8952 SUGT1P3, ELF1
1 100.67-100.77 3.88985 DBT,RTCD1, MIR553
X 65.54-65.91 3.87444 EDA2R
17 53.79-53.87 3.87161 TMEM100, PCTP
18 30.40-30.58 3.86989 C18orf34
1 248.07-248.16 3.86911 OR2T8, OR2L13, OR2L81,

OR2AK2, OR2L1P
16 79.80-79.88 3.86909 Chen et al. (2010),

Frazer et al. (2007)
X 108.00-108.15 3.82083
18 15.04-15.15 3.81846 Frazer et al. (2007)
2 167.50-167.60 3.81693
X 74.42-74.72 3.80593 UPRT, ZDHHC15
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Table 3.5: Damaging SNPs in regions under non-neutral evolution. SNPs
found in the top 0.2% XP-SFselect regions, and deemed damaging by SIFT (non-
synonymous, p ≤ 0.05) or SnpEff (nonsense or splice-site). Frequencies in CEU and
YRI populations also shown. Splice site donor mutations are indicated by splice in
the AA column. RP11 is short for RP11-423H2.3.1. All ENSEMBL transcript ID’s
are prefixed with ‘ENST00000’.

chr:position rsID AA SIFT Gene ENSEMBL CEU YRI

1:11090916 12711521 D371Y 0.04 MASP2 400897 0.86 0.1

1:248084909 34508376 M197R 0.01 OR2T8 319968 0.64 0.05

1:248113026 10888281 Y289* — OR2L8 357191 0.94 0.25

1:248129240 4478844 V203M 0.00 OR2AK2 366480 0.67 0.05

2:27424636 1395 S481F 0.05 SLC5A6 310574 0.74 0.16

5:138720108 11242462 W45* — SLC23A1 508270 0.29 0.80

5:177378959 7720935 splice — RP11 507072 0.94 0.40

8:16043667 435815 splice — MSR1 445506 0.11 0.54

19:44932972 1434579 G662R 0.04 ZNF229 291187 0.40 0.04

20:2291722 6048066 I163L 0.01 TGM3 420960 0.006 0.49
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Chapter 4

Predicting Carriers of Selective

Sweeps Barring Knowledge of the

Adaptive Allele

4.1 Abstract

Genetic adaptation to environmental constraints stands at the core of the

evolutionary process. Computational and experimental approaches for detecting

the signatures of natural selection are heavily studied, and have been successfully

used to identify many selective sweeps. These discoveries have provided important

insights into human health. However, many related questions are yet unanswered.

For example, we do not yet have the tools to identify the adaptive allele in a

region undergoing a selective sweep, or to distinguish carriers of the adaptive

allele from non-carriers. These questions are of great importance. Determining

the target of selection helps to elucidate the biological underpinnings of adaptive

mechanisms. Similarly, identifying carriers of a selective sweep can point to the most

77
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fit individuals in a population, thus possibly identifying a drug-resistant pathogen

strain or cancer subclone. In addition, these problems become more difficult under

a ‘soft sweep’, when multiple different haplotypes carry the adaptive allele. The

main contribution of this paper is the development of a new statistic, the Clade

Fitness Proxy (CFP) score, assigned to individual haplotypes in a sample. The

CFP score naturally captures many of the properties shared by haplotypes carrying

an adaptive allele. We provide a theoretical model for the behavior of the CFP

score under different demographic and evolutionary scenarios, and validate the

model against simulated data. We develop an algorithm (PreCIOSS: Predicting

Carriers of Ongoing Selective Sweeps) to detect carriers of the adaptive allele in

selective sweeps. We demonstrate its power on simulations of both hard and soft

selective sweeps, as well as on data from well-known sweeps in human populations.

4.2 Introduction

Genetic adaptation to environmental constraints stands at the core of the

evolutionary process. Over time, individual genomes acquire germline mutations

that can be favored or eliminated by natural selection. Examples abound of hu-

man populations adapting to environmental constraints. Recent studies include

the development of human resistance to malarial parasites (Sabeti et al., 2002);

selection favoring lactose tolerance in Northern Europeans and certain African

populations (Bersaglieri et al., 2004; Tishkoff et al., 2007), as well as the depig-

mentation of skin, eye, and hair in Western Eurasia (Wilde et al., 2014); selective

sweeps in high-altitude populations that have boosted our understanding of hypoxia

adaptation (Beall et al., 2010; Bigham et al., 2010; Yi et al., 2010; Simonson et al.,

2010; Scheinfeldt et al., 2012; Alkorta-Aranburu et al., 2012; Huerta-Sanchez et al.,
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2013; Zhou et al., 2013; Udpa et al., 2014); and many others. Genetic adaptation

is of consequence in other organisms as well. HIV would likely cause nothing more

than harmless fever if not for its ability to adapt and eventually destroy the immune

system. Malaria could be treated effectively with cheap drugs instead of being one

of the world’s worst killers. Crop pests would be manageable with small doses

of safe insecticides instead of increasing amounts of a diverse array of powerful

chemicals. Improving our understanding of the genetic signatures of adaptation is

key to solving these problems.

It is not surprising therefore, that both computational and experimental

approaches for detecting the signatures of natural selection have been heavily

researched, including in our own work (Aminetzach et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2010;

Fay and Wu, 2000; Karasov et al., 2010; Tajima, 1989; Sabeti et al., 2007b; Udpa

et al., 2011; Ronen et al., 2013). Many of these approaches are based on a theory

of the site frequency spectrum (SFS) and linkage disequilibrium (LD) changing

in response to selection. Under neutral evolution, mutations drift in frequency

randomly until they are either eliminated or fixed. During a selective sweep, often

due to a change in environmental conditions, natural selection favors one allelic

variant over others. If the selective force is strong, the adaptive allele rapidly

increases in frequency along with neighboring, linked (‘hitchhiking’), alleles (Smith

and Haigh, 1974). Simultaneously, distant alleles continue to drift as recombination

weakens their linkage with the adaptive allele. The distinctive pattern of genetic

variation that results from this process can often be detected while the sweep is

ongoing and for many generations thereafter (Ronen et al., 2013). With time, the

signature decays due to new mutations and recombination.

While these methods identify regions evolving under selection, they do

not yet answer related questions. For example: in a population undergoing a
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selective sweep, identify the adaptive allele(s); alternatively, distinguish carriers

of the adaptive allele(s) from non-carriers. These questions are clearly important.

Determining the target of selection helps in unraveling the biology behind the

adaptive mechanism, while determining the carriers of a selective sweep may help

to identify a drug-resistant pathogen strain or tumor subclone.

Historically, it was assumed that a selective sweep consists of a single

haplotype following the adaptive allele to fixation. This is known as a hard selective

sweep. Recently, it has been shown that many sweeps in natural populations

may be in the regime of a soft selective sweep (Garud et al., 2013). This occurs

when, rather than a single haplotype following the adaptive allele to fixation,

multiple haplotypic backgrounds (sets of hitchhiking alleles) rise to intermediate

frequencies as the adaptive allele fixes (Hermisson and Pennings, 2005; Pennings and

Hermisson, 2006a,b). For example, soft sweeps may occur if a previously-neutral

allele suddenly provides a fitness advantage due to a change in the environment.

Then, multiple haplotypes carrying the allele all increase in frequency relative to non-

carriers. Recent work has begun to address the problem of detecting soft selective

sweeps (Ferrer-Admetlla et al., 2014), but does not touch upon identification of

carriers in this context.

Our main contribution is a statistic called the Clade Fitness Proxy (CFP)

score. We show that the CFP score captures many properties shared by haplotypes

carrying an adaptive allele. We provide a theoretical model for the behavior of the

CFP score under different demographic scenarios and validate the model against

simulated data. We develop an algorithm (PreCIOSS: Predicting Carriers of

Ongoing Selective Sweeps) to detect carriers of selective sweeps based on the CFP

score. We demonstrate its power on simulations of both hard and soft selective

sweeps, as well as on genetic data from well-known sweeps in human populations.
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Clade Fitness Proxy (CFP) Score. Before defining the CFP score, we define

a closely related quantity. The CFP vector of a haplotype h, denoted as c, is

obtained by taking the binary haplotype vector and replacing non-zero entries

(derived alleles carried by the haplotype) with their respective frequencies in the

sample (Figure 4.1A). We then define the `-CFP score of c as:

`-CFP(c) =
∑
i

ci
` (4.1)

The 1-CFP score of a haplotype amounts the sum of frequencies of all

derived alleles carried by the haplotype. Note that generally the `-CFP score is

equivalent to the `-norm of c raised to the `-th power, or (‖c‖`)`. We will show

that during a selective sweep, the CFP score of a haplotype serves as a proxy to its

relative fitness by reflecting imbalance in the genealogy.

In an ongoing selective sweep, there are fit haplotypes (a single clade if the

sweep is hard) that carry the adaptive allele, and unfit haplotypes that do not. As

the sweep progresses, CFP scores in the fit clade will rise due to the increasing

frequency of ‘hitchhiking’ alleles, while CFP scores of unfit haplotypes will decrease,

as many of the derived alleles they carry become rare (Figure 4.1B). After fixation of

the adaptive and hitchhiking alleles, CFP scores will decline sharply (Figure 4.1C).

This results from the sudden loss of many high frequency derived alleles from the

pool of segregating sites (Smith and Haigh, 1974; Simonsen et al., 1995; Fay and

Wu, 2000). Finally, as the site frequency spectrum recovers to its neutral state due

to new mutations and drift (Ronen et al., 2013), so will the CFP scores.

Recombination is a source of ‘noise’ in this process, allowing haplotypes to

cross into and out of the fit clade. This can lead to (i) haplotypes that carry the

adaptive allele but little of the hitchhiking variation, thus having relatively low CFP
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scores despite their high fitness, or (ii) haplotypes that do not carry the adaptive

allele but do carry much of the hitchhiking variation, thus having relatively high

CFP scores despite their low fitness. By the same logic, recombination adds ‘noise’

post fixation by making the otherwise sharp decline in CFP scores more subtle and

gradual. This is due to weaker linkage between the adaptive allele and hitchhiking

variants. A similar effect may also be observed in soft sweeps, where multiple

haplotypic backgrounds (sets of hitchhiking alleles) rise to intermediate frequencies

as the adaptive allele fixes. This causes the pre-fixation peak and post-fixation

trough in CFP scores to be more gradual and less pronounced.

In the following, we theoretically derive the behavior of CFP scores under

certain evolutionary and demographic scenarios using the coalescent model, which

explicitly models a tree-like genealogy of the sample (as shown in Figure 4.1). Yet,

CFP vectors and scores can be computed for any haplotype matrix, including those

without tree-like genealogies (i.e., due to recombination). Using simulated and

real data, we show that the CFP score can be applied to infer the carrier state

in ongoing selective sweeps with high accuracy, and that this holds true despite

recombination. In addition, we show that the accuracy remains high under soft

selective sweeps.

4.3 Theory

We consider a sample of n haploid individuals chosen at random from a

larger population of N individuals. Let µ denote the mutation rate per-generation

per-haplotype, and θ = 2Nµ the population-scaled mutation rate. For exponentially

growing populations, let N0 denote the final population size, r denote the growth

rate per-generation, and α = 2N0 r the population-scaled growth rate.
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4.3.1 Expected `-CFP score, constant population size

Assume that the region is evolving neutrally and the population size remains

constant at N . Let ξi be the number of mutations in the sample at frequency i.

From (Fu, 1995, Equation (22)), we have E[ξi] = θ/i. In a sample of size n, we have

ξi mutations of frequency i, each contributing i` to the `-CFP score of i haplotypes.

Estimating the expected `-CFP score as the average over haplotype scores, we have:

E[`-CFP] =
1

n

n−1∑
i=1

E[ξi] · i` · i =
θ

n

n−1∑
i=1

i` (4.2)

E[1-CFP] =
θ(n− 1)

2
(4.3)

E[2-CFP] =
θ(n− 1)(2n− 1)

6
(4.4)

However, this derivation does not extend to other demographic scenarios. We

describe a second derivation that separates coalescence times from the genealogy

(who begat whom), and apply it to compute the expected `-CFP in an exponentially

growing population. We show using simulations that this also approximates a

population evolving under a selective sweep shortly after fixation.

4.3.2 Expected `-CFP score, variable population size

For a sample of size n, we partition the time spanning from the present back

to the MRCA into n − 1 epochs. Let epoch k ∈ {2, . . . , n} be the span of time

during which the genealogy contains exactly k lineages (Figure 4.1). Note that

mutations on a given lineage in a given epoch share the same frequency, as they

appear in exactly the same leafs. For example, mutations 2 and 3 in Figure 4.1A

occur on the same lineage in epoch 2, and share the frequency 3. Consider the path

leading from a randomly chosen haplotype to the sample MRCA. We can write the
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`-CFP score of the haplotype as:

`-CFP(c) =
n∑
k=2

mkw
`
k (4.5)

where mk is the number of mutations that occurred on the path in the kth epoch,

and wk is the frequency (weight) of those mutations. For a given genealogy with

haplotypes v ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let c(v) denote the CFP vector c for the vth haplotype.

Similarly, let mk(v) and wk(v) denote the number of mutations, and their frequency,

in the k-th epoch for the vth haplotype. Epoch k splits the haplotypes into k

equivalence classes, called k-clades. Let mk,i and wk,i denote the corresponding

values on the ith lineage of the kth epoch.

n∑
v=1

`-CFP(c(v)) =
n∑
k=2

n∑
v=1

mk(v)(wk(v))`

=
n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

wk,i∑
j=1

mk,i(wk,i)
`

=
n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

mk,i(wk,i)
`+1 (4.6)

We estimate the expected value by summing over all haplotypes and genealogies,

and dividing by n. As the genealogy of a neutrally evolving sample is independent

of branch lengths (Hudson, 1990), Mk,i and Wk,i are independent random variables.

E[`-CFP] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

E[Mk,iW
`+1
k,i ] =

1

n

n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

E[Mk,i]E[W `+1
k,i ] (4.7)

Revisiting constant population size. We know the following:

1. Let Tk denote the duration of epoch k. For a population of constant size N ,
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duration Tk is exponentially distributed with rate
(
k
2

)
/N (Kingman, 1982):

E[Tk] =
N(
k
2

) (4.8)

and the number of mutations on a lineage i in epoch k, denoted Mk,i, is

Poisson distributed with rate µTk. For a constant-sized population, this

implies:

E[Mk,i] =
Nµ(
k
2

) =
θ

k(k − 1)
(4.9)

We later explore E[Tk] and E[Mk,i] for exponentially growing populations.

2. The probability distribution of Wk,i, or the number of descendants of the ith

lineage in epoch k, is given by (Fu, 1995, Equation (14)):

Pr(Wk,i = w) =

(
n−w−1
k−2

)(
n−1
k−1

) (4.10)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, and 1 ≤ w ≤ n− k + 1.

We wish to evaluate Equation (4.7) for ` = 1, and generally for any `. This requires

E[Mk,i], which we already have, and E[W `
k,i], which we derive next. For a positive

integer `, denote the rising factorial

w(`) = w(w + 1)(w + 2) · · · (w + `− 1) (4.11)

and set w(0) = 1. In Section 4.8, we show that

E[(Wk,i)
(`)] = `! · n

(`)

k(`)
(4.12)
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We have w(1) = w and w(2) = w(w + 1) = w2 + w, so w2 = w(2) − w(1). This leads

to

E[Wk,i] = E[(Wk,i)
(1)] =

n

k
(4.13)

and

E[(Wk,i)
2] = E[(Wk,i)

(2) − (Wk,i)
(1)]

=
2n(n+ 1)

k(k + 1)
− n

k

=
n(2n− k + 1)

k(k + 1)
(4.14)

In Section 4.8, Equation (4.30), we generalize this to E[(Wk,i)
`]. In addition, we

show that for a constant-sized population, the general form in Equation (4.7) is

equivalent to Equation (4.2).

Exponential population growth. The derivation in Equation (4.7) above can

potentially be used to obtain E[`-CFP] under arbitrarily complex demographics.

Consider a population of current size N0, which has been growing exponentially

at a rate r. The population size at time t in the past is given by N(t) = N0 e
−rt.

Exponential population growth is of interest for two reasons. First, it is a common

demographic scenario in natural populations, and has recently been described in

great detail for human populations (Coventry et al., 2010; Keinan and Clark, 2012).

Second, we argue that it applies approximately to a selective sweep shortly after

fixation. At this point early hitchhiking sites have fixed and the (relatively recent)

sample MRCA is a carrier of the adaptive mutation. It is a low point (or trough)

of observed `-CFP scores. Importantly, immediately after fixation the population

— all carriers of the adaptive allele — has been growing for the duration of the

sweep at a rate that is approximately exponential (with growth rate related to the
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selective coefficient s). In addition, all extant and ancestral haplotypes since the

sample MRCA are carriers and therefore equally fit, implying that the independence

between Wk,i and Mk,i is kept. Finally, while we need to adjust Mk,i appropriately,

the distribution for Wk,i remains unchanged. This key insight allows us to use

Equation (4.7) to estimate the expected CFP scores under exponential population

growth.

In order to use E[Mk,i] = µE[Tk] under exponential growth, we require an

adjusted E[Tk]. Unlike constant-sized populations, the exact probability distribution

of Tk (epoch/coalescence times) under exponential growth is unknown. Because

the probability of coalescence depends on varying population size, it is infeasible to

write in closed form. To circumvent this, we implement a procedure that computes

E[Tk] using two numerical methods: a ‘cumulative-time’ method that uses an

approximate distribution of Tk given in (Slatkin and Hudson, 1991, p. 559), and a

‘conditional-expectation’ method (Section 4.8). We then use E[(Wk,i)
`] (evaluated

in Equation (4.30)) to evaluate Equation (4.7), producing E[`-CFP] for exponential

population growth. We describe these procedures fully in Section 4.8.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Simulations

We simulated data for various evolutionary scenarios. Neutral samples were

generated using the coalescent (backwards) simulator ms (Hudson, 2002); sweep

samples were generated using the Wright-Fisher (forwards) simulator mpop (Pickrell

et al., 2009). All simulations generated samples of n = 200 haplotypes from a

population of N = 2000, where each haplotype represented a 50kb segment. We

set θ = 48 (µ = 2.4 × 10−7 mutations per-generation, per-base) and ρ = 7.568
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(r = 3.784× 10−8 crossovers per generation, per base). For exponential growth, we

used final size N = 2000 and set α = 80 (growth of r = 0.02 per-generation). For

the purpose of validating our theoretical predictions, we generated simulations as

described above but with ρ = 0.

For selective sweeps we used the parameters described above, in conjunction

with a single adaptive allele under selective coefficient s ∈ {0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.08} and

heterozygosity h = 0.5 (haploid carriers get half the fitness advantage of diploid

carriers). We set the frequency of the adaptive allele at the beginning of the

sweep to f = 1/N for hard sweeps and f = 0.3 for soft sweeps. For the purpose of

comparing our theoretical predictions from exponential growth to observations in

selective sweeps, we simulated hard selective sweeps as described above but with

ρ = 0.

4.4.2 Data Preprocessing

We downloaded pre-phased haplotype data from the HapMap (?) project

website. Using Chimpanzee genome alignments (Mikkelsen et al., 2005) we set

the ancestral allele to the Chimpanzee allele wherever possible. This resulted in

coverage of ∼93% of the sites analyzed. We therefore discarded sites that were not

covered by the Chimpanzee data.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 CFP scores in neutral evolution

We tested our theoretical calculations against empirical observations of CFP

scores using simulated data. For neutral evolution with constant population size, and

θ = 48, n = 200, the expected 1-CFP was 4776 (Equation (4.2),(4.7)). The observed
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mean 1-CFP score of 20, 000 simulated samples was 4777.1 (Figure 4.7). For neutral

evolution with exponential growth (α = 80, θ = 48, n = 200), Equation (4.36)

yields expected 1-CFP of 126.86 using the conditional-expectation method, while

the empirical mean of 20,000 simulations was 128.1 (Figure 4.8). Results with

the cumulative-time method were similar. These observations provide further

validation for our theoretical results in both constant-sized and exponentially

growing populations.

4.5.2 CFP score dynamics of selective sweeps

We now consider the dynamics of CFP scores in a population undergoing a

selective sweep. To do this, we use data simulated under several scenarios including

both hard and soft selective sweeps. Figure 4.2 illustrates the dynamics of CFP

scores in a single simulated population undergoing a soft selective sweep. Initially

(time 0), the CFP scores of carriers and non-carriers of the adaptive allele are

similar. As the sweep progresses (times 50–200), carrier CFP scores increase and

peak (CFP peak). Soon after the sweep fixes (time ∼ 400), we observe a sharp

decline in CFP scores (CFP trough) followed by slow and steady recovery due to

new mutation and drift (times 500–4000).

The post-fixation ‘CFP trough’. We computed the 1-CFP trough values using

the mean of 200 (each) datasets simulated under selective sweeps with coefficients

s ∈ [0.02, 0.08], and compared them to the 1-CFP values of a neutrally evolving

populations simulated under exponential growth with rate α ∈ [32, 101]. Figure 4.3A

shows the tight concordance of these values for high values of (s, α), suggesting

that CFP scores under exponential growth can be used to approximate those of

selective sweeps immediately post-fixation.
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The pre-fixation ‘CFP peak’. Due to the contribution of hitchhiking muta-

tions, CFP scores during a selective sweep peak just prior to fixation (Figure 4.1).

Data simulated under selective sweeps with coefficients s∈ [0.02, 0.08] shows that

(i) the pre-fixation CFP peak scores appear to be independent of the selective coef-

ficient, and (ii) the difference of the mean peak and trough values is approximately

θ(n− 1) (Figure 4.3B). A theoretical justification of this observation is currently

lacking.

Characterizing carriers and non-carriers. In Figure 4.4A we show the dis-

tributions of 1-CFP scores aggregated over 500 simulated populations undergoing

a hard selective sweep. Scores were computed for random samples of n = 200

haplotypes taken at regular time intervals, and are stratified based on the frequency

of the adaptive allele at the time of sampling. Further, scores are stratified into

carrier and non-carrier classes (of the adaptive allele). As with a single popula-

tion, CFP scores of carriers and non-carriers diverge as the sweep progresses in

frequency. We note, however, that even close to fixation (frequencies 80-100%) the

distributions maintain considerable overlap. This is because the CFP score is only

somewhat informative of sweep carrier status across population samples (or genomic

regions within a single population). However, it is highly informative of the carrier

status within a population sample. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4B showing the

distributions of CFP score percentile rank within their respective samples. We

see that the rank distributions have minimal overlap for carriers and non-carriers

of the adaptive allele. Remaining overlap in the percentile rank distributions in

the final stages of a sweep (adaptive allele frequency ≥70%) stems mostly from

recombination, which allows the adaptive allele to recombine onto haplotypes out-

side the selected clade (creating low CFP score carriers) and vice-versa (creating
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high CFP score non-carriers). The overall strong separation is further illustrated

by the highly significant P -values of Wilcoxon rank sum tests rejecting the null

hypothesis of identically distributed 1-CFP scores among carriers and non-carriers

within each population sample (Figure 4.4C). This property of the CFP score is

useful in two ways. First, it can be used as a general test of neutrality. Second,

conditional on a selective sweep in the population sample, we may evaluate the

state (carrier/non-carrier) of the adaptive allele in its haplotypes. Below we explore

the latter, leaving the former to future work.

Notably, Figure 4.4 does not show how CFP scores are distributed following

fixation of the sweep. Starting at fixation, we see a strong decline in CFP scores

owing to the loss of many high frequency derived alleles from the pool of segregating

sites. Depending on the linkage between the adaptive and hitchhiking alleles

(determined by recombination during the sweep, among other things) the decline

may be abrupt or graduated. Finally, after reaching a trough, CFP scores gradually

recover to their neutral levels over time. The post-fixation dynamics of CFP scores

are shown in Figure 4.10.

PreCIOSS: Predicting Carriers of Ongoing Selective Sweeps. The find-

ings described above imply that, in a region undergoing a selective sweep, we may

be able to predict wether a haplotype is carrying the adaptive allele given its CFP

score. We implement a simple algorithm (PreCIOSS) to carry out this prediction

based on clustering CFP scores in a sample. PreCIOSS takes as input a set of

binary haplotypes sampled from a population undergoing a selective sweep. For

each haplotype, the `-CFP score is computed (` = 1 by default). We then fit a

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with exactly two Gaussians to the haplotype

CFP scores. The fit is preformed using Expectation Maximization (EM). Finally,
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we apply the fitted model to assign a label to each haplotype according to the

Guassian it most likely belongs to, reporting as ‘carriers’ haplotypes whose CFP

score is more likely under the Gaussian with higher mean CFP.

We apply PreCIOSS to data from simulated populations undergoing hard

and soft selective sweeps, measuring performance using balanced accuracy

1

2

(
TP

TP + FN
+

TN

FP + TN

)

where TP is the number of true positives and TN the true negatives. Balanced

accuracy is less biased and more conservative than accuracy (defined as (TP +

TN)/total predictions), particularly when the positive and negative classes appear

at different proportions in the sample (Brodersen et al., 2010).

The balanced accuracy of PreCIOSS on hard selective sweeps is shown in

Figure 4.5A. Once the sweep reaches frequencies above 30%, prediction accuracy

increases (median ∼70%) and remains high (median ∼90%) for the remainder of the

sweep. At the very beginning and end of the sweep, the balanced accuracy, despite

being asymptotically unbiased, suffers from high variance due to the severe class

imbalance (few carriers in the beginning, few non-carriers at the end). Interestingly,

the performance stays robust for soft selective sweeps (Figure 4.5B), where the

higher initial carrier frequency makes for a faster increase in accuracy. As expected

under soft sweeps, the overall performance is somewhat reduced relative to hard

sweeps.

4.5.3 Applying PreCIOSS to human selective sweeps

To evaluate the effectiveness of PreCIOSS in distinguishing carriers of a

selective sweep from non-carriers, we apply it to several genomic regions where (i)
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there is strong evidence of a selective sweep, and (ii) the adaptive allele has been

characterized. We use phased haplotypes from the HapMap project (?), setting the

ancestral allele to that observed in orthologous Chimpanzee sequence (Mikkelsen

et al., 2005).

LCT. We consider the well-known sweep in the lactase (LCT) gene region in

Northern Europeans. The best characterized variant is C/T-13910 (rs4988235), for

which the T allele was found to be 100% associated with lactase persistence in the

Finnish population (Kuokkanen et al., 2003). T-13910 was further shown to be

causal by in-vitro analysis, where it was found to increase enhancer activity (Olds

and Sibley, 2003; Troelsen et al., 2003). We considered haplotypes from the

CEU population, applying PreCIOSS to a 50kb window centered at C/T-13910

(Figure 4.6A). This yielded 100% accuracy in classifying carriers from non-carriers.

Increasing the window size above 50kb, the balanced classification accuracy reduced

to ∼90% (Figure 4.6B). LCT shows the highest and most prolonged (with increasing

distance from the causal site) statistical significance in separating carrier and

non-carrier CFP scores, remaining highly significant for haplotypes of 1.5Mb

(Figure 4.6B, blue line). Despite this highly significant separation, the classification

accuracy is initially unstable, alternating between ∼100% (perfect classification)

and 90%. This is due to the pattern of CFP scores observed in the LCT region,

where carriers form a tight cluster with the highest scores, but several non-carriers

cluster closer to carriers than to the majority of other non-carriers (Figure 4.6A).

These haplotypes are therefore sometimes included (90% accuracy) and sometimes

excluded (100% accuracy) from the reported ‘carriers’ class.

TRPV6. Transient Receptor Potential Cation Channel, Subfamily V, Member

6 (TRPV6) is a membrane calcium channel thought to mediate the rate-limiting
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step of dietary calcium absorption. It is reportedly under strong positive selection

in several non-African populations (Akey et al., 2004; Stajich and Hahn, 2005).

Following Peter et al. (2012), we focus on the CEU population and set rs4987682 as

the adaptive allele. This site, of the three non-synonymous SNPs with highest allele

frequency differentiation among human populations, is the only one located in the

the N-terminal region of TRPV6, thought to be the target of selection (Akey et al.,

2006). Applying PreCIOSS to a 50kb window centered at this site, we obtain ∼99%

balanced classification accuracy (Figure 4.6C), which gradually decays to ∼80%

when considering a 1.5Mb window (Figure 4.6D). As with LCT, the separation in

CFP scores between carriers and non-carriers of the allele is highly statistically

significant (Figure 4.6D). Unlike LCT, accuracy decays stably with distance from

the adaptive site. This appears to be due to the less complex clustering pattern of

non-carrier CFP scores in the region (Figure 4.6C).

PSCA. Prostate Stem Cell Antigen (PSCA) has been proposed to be under

selection in a global analysis of allele frequency differentiation (Bhatia et al., 2011).

The putative causal site is a non-synonymous SNP (rs2294008) known to be involved

in several cancer types (Sakamoto et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2009). Interestingly,

the derived allele is observed in all human populations, but at vastly different

frequencies. It is most common in West Africa and East Asia, where it segregates

at ∼75% frequency. We consider haplotypes from the YRI population and apply

PreCIOSS to a 50kb window centered at rs2294008, yielding balanced prediction

accuracy of 97% (Figure 4.6E). Unlike LCT and TRPV6, accuracy decays more

noticeably with distance, reaching 63% at 1.25Mb (Figure 4.6F). This sharper

decay in accuracy is even more pronounced when considering the sweep in the

CHB population (Figure 4.9). Such decay is consistent with a (soft) sweep from
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the standing variation, which would allow more time for recombination to break

the linkage between the adaptive allele and any hitchhiking variation. Indeed, the

sweep in PSCA was proposed to be from the standing variation by Bhatia et al.

(2011), and further substantiated as such by Peter et al. (2012).

ADH1B. ADH1B encodes one of four subunits of Alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH1),

which plays a key role in alcohol degradation. ADH1 genes (including ADH1B)

have been studied extensively on both a functional and a population genetic level,

as they are thought to be one of the major drivers of alcoholism risk (Whitfield,

2002). These genes have also been suggested to cause the ”alcohol flush” phenotype

common in Asian populations (Peng et al., 2010). A specific non-synonymous

mutation in ADH1B (Arg47His, rs1229984) has been proposed to be the target of

selection. This is because (i) the derived allele has been shown to cause increased

enzymatic activity (Osier et al., 2002; Eng et al., 2007), and (ii) the estimated age of

the allele coincides with rice domestication (Li et al., 2007; Peng et al., 2010) and the

availability of fermented beverages (McGovern et al., 2004). Computing CFP scores

for phased haplotypes from East Asian populations (CHB+JPT) and applying

PreCIOSS, we obtained balanced classification accuracy of 92% using a 50kb window

centered at rs1229984 (Figure 4.6G). Both accuracy and statistical significance (of

class separation) gradually decay with increasing window size (Figure 4.6H). As

before, statistical significance decays more stably than classification accuracy.

EDAR. EDAR encodes a cell-surface receptor and has been associated with

development of distinct hair and teeth morphologies (Fujimoto et al., 2008; Kimura

et al., 2009). Specifically, a non-synonymous SNP (rs3827760, V370A) has been

associated with these phenotypes (Bryk et al., 2008). The SNP is located within a

DEATH-domain, which is highly conserved in mammals (Sabeti et al., 2007a), and
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has been experimentally confirmed (in vitro) to increase EDAR activity (Bryk et al.,

2008). It is found at very high frequencies in East Asian and American populations,

while being completely absent from Europeans and Africans (Bryk et al., 2008). The

EDAR gene has been found to be under selection in multiple studies (Akey et al.,

2004; Williamson et al., 2005; Voight et al., 2006), showing one of the strongest

signatures of selection genome wide among the 1000 Genomes populations (Peter

et al., 2012). Applying PreCIOSS to phased CHB+JPT haplotypes in a 50kb

region centered at rs3827760, we obtained 98% balanced accuracy in predicting

carriers vs. non-carriers of the allele.

In each case, PreCIOSS was applied to a 50kbp window centered at the

adaptive allele, and separated the carriers and non-carriers with high accuracy of

97-100% (Figure 4.6A-E). The accuracy decayed with increasing window size, but

in many cases stayed high even for windows of 1.5Mbp.

4.6 Discussion

The paper changes the conversation on detecting selective sweeps to a

consideration of individual haplotypes; specifically, the CFP score of a haplotype

describes its relative fitness in the population. The score appears to be robust to

soft sweep scenarios, including both standing variation, and multi-allelic case. In

both cases distinct haplotypes are growing in frequency relative to other haplotypes

and therefore have a high CFP score.

There are limitations to our current strategy. In some cases, despite sta-

tistically significant separation between carrier and non-carrier CFP scores, our

algorithm may achieve only intermediate accuracy. We see a possible example of

this with the CFP scores in the LCT region. All carrier scores are higher than
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non-carrier scores. However, it is unclear if the ‘top’ cluster consists only of carri-

ers, yielding high accuracy, or of carriers and non-carriers, yielding intermediate

accuracy.

Complex patterns such as these may occur due to recombination giving

rise to haplotypes that carry the adaptive allele, but not some of the hitchhiking

variation, and vice-versa. However, such patterns may also occur in soft selective

sweeps, where multiple clades carrying the adaptive allele may exist, but with

variability in their (relatively high) CFP scores. In such cases, our strategy of

choosing the highest scoring cluster may not work. Even so, the CFP score will

provide important clues into the mechanism of the sweep, and separation of soft-

and hard-sweep scenarios.

There are many natural extensions to the CFP score framework. We could

analyze the shape of the CFP vectors instead of a summary statistic, and learn

models to distinguish carrier from the non-carrier vectors. Additionally, one can

use CFP scores and CFP vectors to distinguish between soft and hard selective

sweeps. Exploring these directions will form the subject of future work.
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4.7 Figures

Figure 4.1: The CFP score. Genealogies of three samples (n = 6) progressing
through a selective sweep, from left to right. Neutral mutations shown as red
circles; the adaptive allele shown as a red star. The 1-CFP score of each haplotype
is shown below its corresponding leaf. For a specific haplotype, the binary
haplotype vector is shown along with its CFP vector, 1-CFP and 2-CFP
scores. (A) The adaptive allele appears on a single haplotype. At this point, both
the genealogy and the CFP score distribution are largely neutral. Coalescence
times (T2, . . . , T6) are shown on the left, where Tk spans the epoch with exactly k
lineages. (B) Carriers of the adaptive allele are distinguished by high CFP scores
(mostly due to the long branch of high frequency hitchhiking variation);
non-carriers have low CFP scores. (C) After fixation, we see a sharp loss of
diversity causing low CFP scores across the sample.
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Figure 4.2: CFP scores in a soft selective sweep. Each rectangle, shown as
the area between consecutive vertical lines and progressing from left to right,
represents a specific time. A few time rectangles are shown for each phase of a
simulated population undergoing a selective sweep. Within each rectangle, we
depict a sample of n = 200 haplotypes at the specific time indicated on the x-axis.
Note that these times are increasing but not linear. Each point within a rectangle
represents the 1-CFP score of a haplotype, where red points represent carriers of
the adaptive allele (fit), and blue points represent non-carriers (unfit). Points are
scattered randomly on the x-axis within each time rectangle. (A) Simulation of a
non-recombining segment. (B) Simulation with recombination.
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Figure 4.3: CFP scores in selective sweep ‘peak’ and ‘trough’. (A)
Observed values (red) of the mean ‘trough’ 1-CFP scores in simulated selective
sweeps with coefficients s ∈ [0.02, 0.08] and theoretical values (blue) of expected
1-CFP scores under exponential population growth with rates α ∈ [32, 101]. (B)
Observed mean 1-CFP peak, trough, and peak-trough difference for selective
sweeps with coefficients s ∈ [0.02, 0.08]. The dotted line represents θ(n− 1), which
we conjecture is the expected difference. For each selective coefficient, the mean
was taken over 200 simulated population samples.
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Figure 4.4: CFP score dynamics in ongoing selective sweeps. (A) Each
violin shows the Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE) of 1-CFP scores in
carriers (blue) and non-carriers (red) of the adaptive allele, as the sweep progresses
in frequency. A standard box plot is overlaid on each violin (outlier points
omitted), and the means are indicated by stars. The horizontal dotted line
represents the neutral expectation, as derived. (B) Corresponding violins showing
the in-sample percentile rank of 1-CFP scores. (C) -log2P values for Wilcoxon rank
sum tests rejecting the null hypothesis of identically distributed 1-CFP scores
among carriers and non-carriers within each population sample. The number above
each scatter indicates the fraction of significant tests (where P < 0.05, shown by
the dotted line). CFP scores were computed from 500 simulated populations
undergoing a hard selective sweep.
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Figure 4.5: Predicting carriers of simulated selective sweeps. Balanced
prediction accuracy of PreCIOSS in populations undergoing (A) hard and (B) soft
selective sweeps. Balanced Accuracy is shown stratified on the adaptive allele
frequency during sweep progression as standard box plots computed over 500
simulated populations (for each sweep type) sampled at regular time intervals.
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Figure 4.6: Predicting carriers of well-known selective sweeps. (Left):
Haplotype 1-CFP scores in a 50kb window centered at known adaptive sites: (A)
LCT/rs4988235, (C) TRPV/rs4987682, (E) PSCA/rs2294008, (G)
ADH1B/rs1229984, and (I) EDAR/rs3827760. Points represent haplotype 1-CFP
scores, red indicating a carrier and blue indicating a non-carrier. At the top of
each panel the number of haplotypes n (and carriers) is shown. Gray areas
indicate haplotypes designated as ’carrier’ by PreCIOSS. (Right) classification
Balanced Accuracy (black) and − log2(P ) values (blue) as function of window size
around the adaptive allele in (B) LCT, (D) TRPV6, (F) PSCA, (H) ADH1B, and
(J) EDAR. P -values are for Wilcoxon rank sum tests rejecting the null hypothesis
of identically distributed 1-CFP scores among carriers and non-carriers. Red
circles indicate the 50kb windows shown on the left.
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Figure 4.7: CFP scores in neutrally evolving constant-sized
populations. The distribution of 4× 106 1-CFP scores aggregated from 20,000
population samples (each of n = 200 haplotypes) simulated under a standard
coalescent model without recombination. Plugging in the simulation parameters
(θ = 48, n = 200), Equation (4.2) and Equation (4.7) both evaluate to 4776. The
observed mean 1-CFP score is 4777.1.
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Figure 4.8: CFP scores in neutrally evolving exponentially growing
populations. The distribution of 4× 106 1-CFP scores aggregated from 20,000
population samples (each of n = 200 haplotypes) simulated under a coalescent
model of exponential growth without recombination. Computing the conditional
expectation as described in Equation (4.36) with the simulation parameters
(θ = 48, n = 200, α = 80) gives 129.4. The observed mean 1-CFP score is 128.1.
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Figure 4.9: Predicting carriers of the PSCA sweep in CHB.
(A) Haplotype 1-CFP scores in a 50kb window centered at the adaptive site.
(B) Balanced classification accuracy (black) and -log2(P) values (blue) as function
of window size around the adaptive allele. P -values are for Wilcoxon rank sum
tests rejecting the null hypothesis of identically distributed 1-CFP scores among
carriers and non-carriers. The red circle indicates the balanced accuracy obtained
for the 50kb window shown on the left. As with the YRI population, we achieve
high classification accuracy when considering ∼ 100kb window centered at the
adaptive allele. But unlike in YRI, we see a sharp decline in both accuracy and
-log2(P) values beginning at larger distances from the adaptive allele.
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Figure 4.10: Recovery of CFP scores after a selective sweep. Each violin
shows the Gaussian kernel density estimation (KDE) of 1-CFP scores in
populations sampled at regular time intervals following the fixation of a selective
sweep. All individuals at this stage are carriers if the adaptive allele. A standard
boxplot is overlaid on each violin (outlier points not shown). The horizontal dotted
line represents the neutral expectation, as derived. CFP scores were computed
from 500 simulated populations undergoing a hard selective sweep sampled at
regular time intervals.
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4.8 Supplement

4.8.1 E[W
(`)
k,i ]

Let ` be a nonnegative integer. We will prove that

E
[
W

(`)
k,i

`!

]
=
n(`)

k(`)
, (4.15)

which is equivalent to Equation (4.12) in the text. Using Equation (4.10), the

expected value is the sum

E
[
W

(`)
k,i

`!

]
=

n−k+1∑
w=1

(
n−w−1
k−2

)(
n−1
k−1

) ·w(`)

`!
=

1(
n−1
k−1

) n−k+1∑
w=1

(
n− w − 1

k − 2

)
·
(
w + `− 1

`

)
(4.16)

We used that rising factorials and binomial coefficients are related via w(`)

`!
=
(
w+`−1

`

)
.

The rightmost sum may be evaluated using a Combinatorial method: we

will count all (k + `− 1)-element subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n+ `− 1} in two ways.

First, it is the binomial coefficient
(
n+`−1
k+`−1

)
.

Second, we may order any such subset and partition it into three parts: A,

the set of its smallest ` elements; b, its (`+ 1)th smallest element; and C, the set

of the largest k − 2 elements.

Element b must be in the range ` + 1 ≤ b ≤ n − k + ` + 1 to allow for `

smaller elements and k − 2 larger elements. We rewrite b as b = `+ w, where w is

in the range 1 ≤ w ≤ n− k + 1.

Given b, we may choose A in one of
(
b−1
`

)
=
(
w+`−1

`

)
ways and choose C in

one of
(
n+`−1−b
k−2

)
=
(
n−w−1
k−2

)
ways. Multiply these counts for a given b, and sum

over all b (by summing over all w); this results in the rightmost sum in (4.16).

Equating the formulas from the two methods gives that the rightmost sum
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is
(
n+`−1
k+`−1

)
. Thus,

E
[
W

(`)
k,i

`!

]
=

(
n+`−1
k+`−1

)(
n−1
k−1

) =
(n+ `− 1)!

(k + `− 1)! (n− k)!

/
(n− 1)!

(k − 1)! (n− k)!

=
(n+ `− 1)! / (n− 1)!

(k + `− 1)! / (k − 1)!
=
n(`)

k(`)

4.8.2 E[`-CFP] in a constant-sized population

Our derivation of E[`-CFP] consists of three main steps. We start by

defining a more general form of the CFP score for an arbitrary function f(w), which

we denote CFPf . We then set f(w) to the rising factorial function and derive

E[CFPw(`) ]. Finally, using Stirling Numbers to convert between rising factorials

and powers, we obtain E[`-CFP].

Step 1: The generalized form E[CFPf ]

Consider an arbitrary function f(w). Define the CFPf score of a CFP vector

c as:

CFPf (c) =
∑
j

f(cj) =
n∑
k=2

mkf(wk) (4.17)

We now generalize the derivation of Equation (4.7) to CFPf . Sum the above

equation over all haplotypes in a genealogy:

n∑
v=1

CFPf (c(v)) =
n∑
k=2

n∑
v=1

mk(v)f(wk(v))

=
n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

wk,i∑
j=1

mk,if(wk,i)

=
n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

mk,iwk,i · f(wk,i) (4.18)
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Note that in the sum over j, all summands are independent of j, so that sum is

replaced by multiplying by the number of terms, wk,i. We divide the above sum by

n and then average over all genealogies to obtain:

E[CFPf ] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

E[Mk,iWk,if(Wk,i)] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

E[Mk,i]E[Wk,i · f(Wk,i)]

(4.19)

Further, since the random variables Wk,i for i = 1, . . . , k are identically

distributed, all terms in the inner sum are the same, and may be consolidated into

k times the value of the term on one branch:

E[CFPf ] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k · E[Mk,1]E[Wk,1 · f(Wk,1)] (4.20)

In a constant-sized population, Equation (4.9) states that E[Mk,i] = θ/(k(k−

1)). Plugging this in:

E[CFPf ] =
θ

n

n∑
k=2

1

k − 1
E[Wk,1 · f(Wk,1)] (4.21)

Step 2: The rising factorial form E[CFPw(`) ]

We will show that for f(w) = w(`), for any nonnegative integer `:

E[CFPw(`) ] =
θ

n(`+ 1)
· (n− 1)(`+1) (4.22)

For this proof only, abbreviate W = Wk,1. Note that

W ·W (`) = (W + `− `)W (`) = (W + `)W (`) − `W (`) = W (`+1) − `W (`) (4.23)
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Using this and Equation (4.15) gives

E[CFPw(`) ] =
θ

n

n∑
k=2

1

k − 1
E[W ·W (`)]

=
θ

n

n∑
k=2

1

k − 1
E[W (`+1) − `W (`)]

=
θ

n

n∑
k=2

1

k − 1

(
(`+ 1)!

n(`+1)

k(`+1)
− ` · `! · n

(`)

k(`)

)
(4.24)

=
θ · `! · n(`)

n

n∑
k=2

(
(`+ 1)(n+ `)

(k − 1)(`+2)
− `

(k − 1)(`+1)

)
(4.25)

We will split this sum into two telescoping sums. One may show that

1

k(`)
=

1

`− 1

(
k + `− 1

k(`)
− k + `

(k + 1)(`)

)
(4.26)

Using this with shifted k’s and `’s, part of the sum in Equation (4.25) can be

written

n∑
k=2

1

(k − 1)(`+2)
=

n∑
k=2

1

`+ 1

(
k + `

(k − 1)(`+2)
− k + `+ 1

k(`+2)

)
which is a telescoping sum that evaluates to

=
1

`+ 1

(
2 + `

1(`+2)
− n+ `+ 1

n(`+2)

)
Note that 1(`+2) = (`+ 2)!, simplifying this to

=
1

`+ 1

(
1

(`+ 1)!
− n+ `+ 1

n(`+2)

)
(4.27)

Similarly,
n∑
k=2

1

(k − 1)(`+1)
=

1

`

(
1

`!
− n+ `

n(`+1)

)
(4.28)
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Plug Equation (4.27) and Equation (4.28) into Equation (4.25):

E[CFPw(`) ] =
θ`!n(`)

n

(
(`+ 1)(n+ `)

`+ 1

(
1

(`+ 1)!
− n+ `+ 1

n(`+2)

)
− `

`

(
1

`!
− n+ `

n(`+1)

))
=
θn(`)

n

(
(n+ `)

(
1

`+ 1
− 1

n(`+1)

)
−
(

1− n+ `

n(`+1)

))
=
θn(`)

n

(
n+ `

`+ 1
− 1

)
=
θ · n(`)

n
· n− 1

`+ 1
=
θ · (n− 1)(`+1)

n(`+ 1)

This proves Equation (4.22).

Step 3: The final form E[`-CFP]

Powers w` and rising factorials w(`) may be expressed as linear combinations

of each other via Stirling numbers. Let c(`, q) denote the Unsigned Stirling Number

of the First Kind, and S(`, q) denote the Stirling Number of the Second Kind.

Then (Graham et al., 1994, p. 264):

w` =
∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q)w(q) w(`) =
∑̀
q=0

c(`, q)wq (4.29)

The expected value of (Wk,i)
` is then:

E[(Wk,i)
`] =

∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q)E[(Wk,i)
(q)] =

∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q) q! · n
(q)

k(q)
(4.30)

and the expected value of `-CFP is:

E[`-CFP] =
∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q)E[CFPw(q) ]

=
θ

n

∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q) · (n− 1)(q+1)

q + 1
(4.31)
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For ` = 0:

E[0-CFP] =
θ

n
(−1)0−0S(0, 0)

(n− 1)(1)

1
=

θ

n
1 · 1 · (n− 1) = θ · n− 1

n

For ` = 1, we have terms r = 0 and r = 1:

E[1-CFP] =
θ

n

(
(−1)1−0S(1, 0)

(n− 1)(1)

1
+ (−1)1−1S(1, 1)

(n− 1)(2)

2

)
=
θ

n

(
−0 · (n− 1) + 1 · (n− 1)(n)

2

)
= θ · n− 1

2

It is straightforward to compute this for any ` in the same fashion.

E[2-CFP] =
θ(n− 1)(2n− 1)

6

E[3-CFP] =
θ · n(n− 1)2

4

E[4-CFP] =
θ · (n− 1)(2n− 1)(3n2 − 3n− 1)

30
...

4.8.3 Equivalence of Equations (4.2) and (4.7) in a constant-

sized population

Equation (4.2) has simple derivation, but a variable number of terms, n, that

grows as n grows. Equation (4.7) leads to an evaluation (4.31) that is a polynomial

in n of degree `. Both represent E[`-CFP] in a constant-sized population; we now

show that they are equal as a consequence of the following lemma:

Lemma. In a constant-sized population, for any polynomial f(w), we have that

E[CFPf ] = θ
n

∑n−1
w=1 f(w).

The special case f(w) = w` gives equivalence of the two `-CFP formulas.
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To prove the lemma, note that both sides are linear in f , so it suffices

to prove it on any basis of polynomials. We use the basis of rising factorials,

f(w) = w(`) for ` ≥ 0. Equation (4.22) evaluates E[CFPf ] on this basis. We now

evaluate
∑n−1

w=1w
(`). Note that

w(`+1) − (w − 1)(`+1) = w(`) · (w + `− (w − 1)) = (`+ 1) · w(`),

so

w(`) =
w(`+1) − (w − 1)(`+1)

`+ 1
.

This leads to a telescoping sum:

n−1∑
w=1

w(`) =
1

`+ 1

n−1∑
w=1

(
w(`+1) − (w − 1)(`+1)

)
=

(n− 1)(`+1) − 0(`+1)

`+ 1

=
(n− 1)(`+1)

`+ 1

which equals (4.22) for the same function f .

4.8.4 E[`-CFP] in an exponentially growing population

Let the population size at time t in the past be given by N(t) = N0 e
−rt,

where N0 is the current population size. Mk,i depends on Tk, which in turn depends

on the size of the population in epoch k. Slatkin and Hudson (1991) (Slatkin

and Hudson, 1991, p. 559) derived an iterative formula to generate a sequence of

random times Tk (k = n, n − 1, . . . , 2). The actual formula implemented in the

simulator ms (Hudson, 2002) is slightly different; in our notation, it is as follows.

Let α = 2N0 r be a scaled growth rate. Generate random values Un, . . . , U2 that
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are uniformly distributed in (0, 1), and iteratively compute Tn, . . . , T2 via

Tk =
1

r
ln

[
1− α

k(k − 1)
e−r τk ln(Uk)

]
where τk =

n∑
i=k+1

Tk . (4.32)

Then generate a random value for each Mk,i using a Poisson distribution with

mean µTk (k = 2, . . . , n and i = 1, . . . , k). This does not lead to a closed form

expression for the expected CFP scores, but we may nonetheless use it to estimate

the expected CFP scores computationally, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

The first cumulative-time method is to generate random values of Tk’s and

Mk,i’s as above, and plug them into (4.19), along with exact values of E[Wk,i·f(Wk,i)]

computed using (4.15) or (4.30).

A second conditional-expectation method for estimating TK can be used.

For a given k, we may compute the expected value of (4.32) given the condition

that Tk+1, . . . , Tn are known. This gives estimates Tk = tk (computed in order

k = n, n− 1, . . . , 2) as follows:

tk = E [Tk | Tk+1 = tk+1, . . . , Tn = tn]

=
1

r

∫ 1

0

ln

(
1− α

k(k − 1)
e−r·τk ln(u)

)
du

=
1

r
exp

(
k(k − 1)

α
er·τk

)
E1

(
k(k − 1)

α
er·τk

)
(4.33)

where τk = tk+1 + · · · + tn (with τn = 0), and E1(x) is the exponential integral

E1(x) =
∫∞

1
exp(−x t)

t
dt.

In practice, Equation (4.33) is used to generate scaled times,

r · tk = E[r · Tk|r · Tk+1 = r · tk+1, . . . , r · Tn = r · tn].
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The time estimates lead to estimating E[Mk,i] = µE[Tk] as µ tk. We then

estimate E[CFPf ] via (4.20):

E[CFPf ] ≈
1

n

n∑
k=2

k · µ tk · E[Wk,1 · f(Wk,1)] =
µ

r

n∑
k=2

(r · tk) ·
k

n
· E[Wk,1 · f(Wk,1)]

(4.34)

For f(w) = w(`), similarly to (4.24), this gives an estimate

E[CFPw(`) ] ≈ µ

r

n∑
k=2

(r · tk) ·
k

n

(
(`+ 1)!

n(`+1)

k(`+1)
− ` · `! · n

(`)

k(`)

)
=
µ

r

n∑
k=2

(r · tk) ·
(

(`+ 1)!
(n+ 1)(`)

(k + 1)(`)
− ` · `! · (n+ 1)(`−1)

(k + 1)(`−1)

)
(4.35)

and for f(w) = w`, we use (4.29) to obtain

E[`-CFP] ≈

µ

r

n∑
k=2

(r · tk)
∑̀
q=0

(−1)`−qS(`, q)

(
(q + 1)!

(n+ 1)(q)

(k + 1)(q)
− q · q! · (n+ 1)(q−1)

(k + 1)(q−1)

)
(4.36)

Because α = 2N0 r and θ = 2N0 µ, the coefficient µ/r may be replaced by θ/α.

4.8.5 Number of mutations in a genealogy

Let f(w) = 1/w for w > 0 and f(0) = 0. Note that for an individual CFP

vector c, some entries may be 0, but in a genealogy, all wk,i 6= 0 since every branch

of the observed tree has at least one haplotype as its descendent. The sum (4.18)
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of CFPf (c) over all haplotypes in a genealogy becomes

n∑
v=1

CFPf (c(v)) =
n∑
k=2

k∑
i=1

mk,i (4.37)

and thus (4.20) becomes

E[CFPf ] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k · E[Mk,1] (4.38)

In a constant-sized population, Eqs. (4.9) and (4.37) give that the expected

number of mutations in a genealogy is

E[CFPf ] =
1

n

n∑
k=2

k · θ

k(k − 1)
=
θ

n

n∑
k=2

1

k − 1
=
θ

n
H(n− 1) (4.39)

where H(n) =
∑n

k=1
1
k

is the Harmonic number.

Under exponential growth, we instead estimate times tk or scaled times r · tk
via (4.33). Then we estimate the expected number of mutations by

E[CFPf ] ≈
µ

n

n∑
k=2

k · tk =
µ/r

n

n∑
k=2

k · (r · tk) =
θ/α

n

n∑
k=2

k · (r · tk) . (4.40)
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis describes three computational methods aimed at improving our

understanding of genetic variation, with a focus on identifying and characterizing

selective sweeps. As I have shown, the different computational frameworks provide

either a significant improvement over existing methodologies (Chapters 2 and 3) or

a means of answering questions that had not been previously addressed (Chapter 4).

In particular, I believe that the CFP framework has many natural extensions and

potential applications worth exploring.

On the theory side, there are two natural extensions. First, while we have the

theoretical expectation of both constant-sized and exponentially growing (neutral)

populations, we do not yet know the variance. This would provide us with (i) a

better understanding of the respective distributions, and (ii) a way to statistically

test for deviations from neutrality. In addition, although we observe it in simulation

and in practice, a theoretical argument on the robustness of CFP to recombination

(genealogies violating a tree structure) would be valuable.

From an applications point of view, there are also several directions worth

investigating. The CFP framework is potentially useful in distinguishing hard from

119
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soft selective sweeps. Intuitively, hard sweep genealogies will likely have a single

hitchhiking branch dominating the CFP scores, and leading to near-uniform scores

in fit haplotypes. However, soft sweep genealogies may have several hitchhiking

branches leading to distinct CFP score peaks. Even if the different fit clades happen

to have similar scores, the haplotypes within them should not form a highly-related

group as expected in hard sweeps.

Another direction worth exploring is that of more complex fitness scenar-

ios. Classical selective sweeps produce three fitness states: unfit (a non-carrier),

intermediate (a heterozygous carrier), and fit (a homozygous carrier). Yet, more

complex scenarios involving multiple adaptive alleles are possible, where each allele

contributes differently – in both magnitude and direction – to its carrier’s fitness.

It is interesting to test whether the CFP framework can tease apart the relative

fitness of individual haplotypes in such complex scenarios, as it does successfully in

classical selective sweeps.

Finally, perhaps the most impactful use of the CFP framework is in its

potential to predict the ‘MRCA of the future’. We know that future genotypes are

more likely similar to fit individuals than to non-fit individuals, and that CFP scores

correlate well with relative fitness in ongoing selective sweeps. Therefore, high CFP

haplotypes are more likely to be similar to future generations. This is particularly

valuable when action may be taken based on such predictions. For instance, targeted

therapy for drug-resistant cancer subclones, strain-specific vaccinations for viral

outbreaks (e.g. ebola and influenza), planing ahead for pesticide resistance, and

many others.
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